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Telco - Overall 
Cyber security and lawsuits are key issues  

■ Given the rise of ESG investing, we explore Thai telcos in terms of the ESG 
aspect and find that DTAC is our top-ranked ESG play.   

■ There is room for improvement in cyber security and legal risks, in our view.  

■ ADVANC remains our top pick for the sector. Its ESG is behind DTAC but we 
believe it could improve its standing, especially in cyber security. 

 

The rise of ESG investing 
In the US, ESG funds captured US$51.1bn of net inflows in 2020 (vs. US$21.4bn in 2019 

and US$5.4bn in 2018), a fifth consecutive annual record high, according to Morningstar.  

The strong momentum continued into 1Q21 when the US-based funds attracted 

US$21.5bn in net inflows (+107% yoy). Globally, ESG funds also attracted record inflows 

of US$185.3bn in 1Q21, bringing the global AUM to c.US$2tr. Given the rise of ESG 

investing, we take a look at Thai telcos from an ESG perspective by assessing six key 

material matters: i) network quality of service, reliability and affordability, ii) data privacy, 

iii) human capital, iv) digital/financial inclusion, v) corporate governance and ethics, and 

vi) environmental impact. 

DTAC is our top-ranked ESG telco by a narrow margin 
DTAC is ranked the highest in our ESG examination. DTAC’s ranking is supported by i) 

the absence of cyber-security incidents during the past three years (ADVANC and TRUE 

saw cyber-security incidents in 2020 and 2018, respectively), ii) high amount of  training 

hours for employees, and iii) board diversity (gender, ethnicity and age). We also believe 

that DTAC will catch up with peers in term of 4G network coverage by the end of FY21F. 

Two ESG risks for Thai telcos: cyber security and lawsuits  
There were data leaks/hacks in 2018 for TRUE and in 2020 for ADVANC. This type of 

incidents could damage telcos’ reputation and affect their future business outlook, 

especially when the operators are cyber-security service providers. On the litigation risk, 

lawsuit claims against ADVANC/TRUE/DTAC amounted to 

THB137bn/THB116bn/THB61bn as of 30 Jun 2021. The FY21F lawsuit-claim-to-EBITDA 

ratios are 1.5x/2.0x/2.0x for ADVANC/TRUE/DTAC. 

Reiterate Neutral with ADVANC as the top sector pick  
Based on key material matters, DTAC is our top-ranked for sustainability, followed closely 

by ADVANC and TRUE. All three have final scores above the mid-point of 2.5 points, 

indicating that the sector as a whole has performed well from an ESG perspective. Our 

top pick remains ADVANC (Add, THB217 TP), thanks to the attractive valuation (i.e. 1-

year-forward EV/EBITDA trading 2 s.d. below the 5-year mean) and potential upside to 

dividend payout ratio in FY22F. We also believe that ADVANC could improve its ESG 

score if it can prevent a serious cyber incident from occurring. Upside risk for the sector is 

easing competition while a downside risk is a prolonged Covid-19 outbreak. 

   
 

                                  

Figure 1: ASEAN cybersecurity spending 

 
SOURCES: INTERNATIONAL DATA CORPORATION, GARTNER, A.T. KEARNEY   

   

 

  Thailand  

Neutral (no change) 
  

Highlighted Companies 

Advanced Info Service 
ADD, TP THB217.0, THB170.0 close 

ADVANC is our top sector pick, thanks to 
i) low trading multiples (1-year 
EV/EBITDA at 7.0x or 2 s.d. below the 5-
year mean of 8.5x), and ii) potential 
upside to dividend payout ratio in FY22F.  

Total Access Communication 
ADD, TP THB36.00, THB29.50 close 

We upgraded DTAC from Hold to Add on 
17 Jun 2021 as we believe the 
consensus is being too optimistic on the 
earnings outlook. Our forecasts of core 
net profits for DTAC are 10%/8% higher 
than the Bloomberg consensus in 
FY21F/22F.  

True Corporation 
HOLD, TP THB3.20, THB3.04 close 

We estimate TRUE’s 2Q21F core net 
losses widened qoq due to lower mobile 
revenue. Quarterly performance should 
improve in 4Q21F along with the 
economic conditions and easing 
competition, in our view.  
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P/E (x) Dec-21F Dec-22F Dec-23F

Advanced Info Service 20.24    19.30    18.31    

Total Access Communication 15.64    15.99    16.66    

True Corporation NA NA NA

P/BV (x) Dec-21F Dec-22F Dec-23F

Advanced Info Service 6.14     5.68     5.27     

Total Access Communication 3.05     3.25     3.47     

True Corporation 1.26     1.32     1.38     

Dividend Yield Dec-21F Dec-22F Dec-23F

Advanced Info Service 3.71% 3.89% 4.10%

Total Access Communication 8.44% 8.25% 7.93%

True Corporation 2.30% 2.30% 2.30%
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KEY CHARTS    

 

 

DTAC, our top-ranked ESG telco   

DTAC leads our ESG ranking by a narrow margin with the 
overall score of 3.4 points (out of full score of 5) vs. 
ADVANC’s 3.3 points and TRUE’s 3.1 points. DTAC’s win 
is supported by higher scores in i) data privacy and security 
(the absence of cyber-scurity incidents during the past 
three years), ii) human capital (higher average training 
hours per employee), and iii) corporate governance and 
ethics (better board diversity in terms of gender, ethnicity 
and age).   

  
 

 

 
 

 

DTAC is catching up with peers in network 
QoS   
In the past, DTAC’s network quality in terms of both 

coverage and download speed was the worst out of the 

three operators. The operator is now catching up with 

peers in network QoS by rolling out 4G 2300MHz and 

4G/5G 700MHz network aggressively. DTAC is aiming for 

THB13bn-15bn network capex in FY21F, up from THB9bn 

in FY20. 
 

 

 
 

 

Room for improvement in cyber security   
There were data leaks/hacks in 2018 for TRUE and in 2020 

for ADVANC. Although the incidents do not bode well for 

both operators, which also provide cyber-security services, 

we believe that TRUE’s incident was more serious because 

it stores copies of national identification cards belonging to 

11.4k customers. This could potentially lead to identity theft 

and fabricated financial transactions.   
 

 

 
 

 

High exposure to lawsuits   
In addition to cyber security, another key concern for Thai 

telcos is the exposure to litigation risk, a sub-category 

under corporate governance and ethics. Thai telcos have a 

large amount of lawsuit claims against them, which are a 

legacy of the concession era (pre-2015) that may 

significantly dent operational performance and/or balance 

sheets in the future. Lawsuit claims against 

ADVANC/TRUE/DTAC were worth 

THB137bn/THB116bn/THB61bn as of 30 Jun 2021. The 

FY21F lawsuit-claim-to-EBITDA ratios are 1.5x/2.0x/2.0x 

for ADVANC/TRUE/DTAC. The ratios are based on existing 

lawsuit claims (as reported in the companies’ notes to 

financial statements) and our FY21F EBITDA forecasts.  
 

 

 

 

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS 
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Figure 2: Peer comparison  

 
SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH ESTIMATES, COMPANY REPORTS, BLOOMBERG 

DATA AS AT 12 JUL 2021   

 

 

.

Bloomberg Current price Target price Mkt Cap

Ticker (local curr) (local curr) (US$ m) 2021F 2022F 2021F 2022F 2021F 2022F EPS EBITDA 2021F 2022F

Axiata AXIATA MK ADD 3.74 4.20 8,185 35.4 27.5 5.3 4.9 13.0 11.5 8.9 2.8 2.4 3.3

Maxis MAXIS MK HOLD 4.39 4.80 8,197 23.2 20.4 10.8 10.0 16.7 14.3 4.1 3.4 3.9 4.6

DiGi DIGI MK ADD 4.19 4.45 7,772 27.9 26.2 12.7 12.2 17.4 16.4 (1.8) (0.7) 3.5 3.8

TM T MK ADD 5.98 7.00 5,384 19.2 16.4 6.3 5.8 11.2 10.3 11.0 3.4 3.1 3.7

MY telcos average (ex-outliers) 26.5 22.6 8.8 8.2 14.6 13.1 5.5 2.2 3.2 3.8

SingTel ST SP ADD 2.28 2.90 27,842 18.0 13.9 7.7 6.8 14.4 15.5 2.8 (4.6) 4.2 5.4

Starhub STH SP ADD 1.21 1.60 1,549 27.7 24.3 7.2 6.7 13.7 10.9 (24.6) (9.3) 4.1 4.1

SG telcos average (ex-outliers) 22.8 19.1 7.5 6.7 14.1 13.2 (10.9) (6.9) 4.2 4.8

TLKM TLKM IJ ADD 3,130 3,700 21,394 13.4 11.8 6.0 5.6 11.1 9.6 10.1 8.5 5.6 6.3

XL Axiata EXCL IJ ADD 2,610 3,300 1,931 38.0 17.8 4.3 4.0 9.8 8.9 29.7 13.3 1.3 3.4

Indosat ISAT IJ ADD 6,450 9,200 2,418 216.8 56.6 4.2 4.1 39.2 30.2 nm 13.3 0.0 0.0

Link Net LINK IJ ADD 4,320 5,200 853 13.5 13.1 5.7 5.1 25.0 13.0 (0.9) 6.9 2.2 2.3

Indo telcos average (ex-outliers) 21.6 14.2 5.1 4.7 15.3 15.4 12.9 10.5 2.3 3.0

AIS ADVANC TB ADD 170.00 217.00 15,476 20.2 19.3 6.2 5.7 8.6 7.6 (6.6) 7.0 3.7 3.9

DTAC DTAC TB ADD 29.50 36.00 2,138 15.6 16.0 3.8 3.9 7.9 8.4 (8.9) 2.4 8.4 8.3

True TRUE TB HOLD 3.04 3.20 3,103 nm nm 5.7 5.6 13.3 10.7 nm 21.9 2.3 2.3

Jasmine JASIF TB HOLD 9.75 9.20 2,388 9.0 8.9 7.1 7.0 7.1 7.0 2.9 17.0 10.3 10.4

DIF DIF TB ADD 12.40 17.20 4,036 10.5 10.8 10.7 11.0 10.7 11.0 0.7 1.3 8.4 8.2

Intouch INTUCH TB REDUCE 64.50 55.60 6,331 21.2 20.2 17.2 16.1 17.2 16.1 (4.6) (4.5) 3.5 3.7

Thai telcos average (ex-outliers) 15.3 15.0 8.4 8.2 10.8 10.2 (3.3) 7.5 6.1 6.1

ASEAN Telcos average (ex-outliers) 20.9 17.6 7.6 7.2 13.1 12.6 1.6 5.1 4.2 4.6

Dvd Yield (%)3-year CAGR (%)
Company Recom.

Core P/E (x) EV/EBITDA (x) EV/OpFCF (x)
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Cyber security and lawsuits drag ESG score  

Assesing Thai telcos from an ESG angle  

Scoring ESG aspects on the scale of 0 to 5    

In this report, we assess the sustainability of Thai telcos’ business and financial 
performance, mainly using an ESG (environmental, social and governance) lens 
to analyse material qualitative factors, which complement the traditional analysis 
of financial metrics. Telcos’ performance in several sustainability issues may 
influence longer-term market outcomes, pose risk of future disruptions or, if 
positioned well, create growth opportunities. This leads us to focus on six main 
categories that we deem important for the telco sectors (see Figure 3) and score 
each category on a scale of 0 (worst score) to 5 (best score).  

Out of the six main categories, one is related to environmental (5% weightage), 
four are related to social (80% weightage) and one is related to governance 
(15% weightage). We give the social component the biggest weightage since 
telco operators are usually big corporations with large headcount (i.e. human 
capital management), they can influence the country’s digital literacy, digital 
development and digitisation. Out of the six categories, we give “network QoS, 
reliability and affordability” the biggest weightage of 25% as we believe the 
higher score in this ESG aspect could translate into stronger competitive 
advantages and better financial performance. 

 
 

Figure 3: CGS-CIMB’s six key ESG categories for Thai telco sector  

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

 

 

DTAC is our top-ranked ESG telco by a narrow margin   

DTAC leads our ESG ranking by a narrow margin with the overall score of 3.4 
points (out of full score of 5) vs. ADVANC’s 3.3 points and TRUE’s 3.1 points. 
DTAC’s win is supported by higher scores in i) data privacy and security (the 
absence of cyber-security incidents during the past three years), ii) human 
capital (higher average training hours per employee), and iii) corporate 
governance and ethics (better board diversity in terms of gender, ethnicity and 
age).   

Environmental 

Impact on the 
environment 

[15% weightage]

Social

Network QoS, 
reliability and 
affordability

[25% weightage]

Data privacy & 
security

[20% weightage]

Human capital

[20% weightage]

Digital & financial 
inclusion

[15% weightage]

Governance

Corporate 
governance and 

ethics

[15% weightage]
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Figure 4: CGS-CIMB’s overall score for Thai telco sector as of 30 Jun 2021 

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

 

 

Two major concerns for Thai telcos   

There are two concerns regarding Thai telcos’ ESG. Firstly, Thai telcos have 
low scores for data privacy and security, especially for ADVANC (2.5 points) 
and TRUE (2.3 points). The scores are dragged by the data leaks/hacks in 2018 
for TRUE and in 2020 for ADVANC. Although both incidents do not bode well for 
both operators, which also provide cyber-security services, we believe that 
TRUE’s incident was more serious because it stored copies of national 
identification cards belonging to 11.4k customers. This could potentially lead to 
identity theft and fabricated financial transactions. We explore the two incidents 
in more detail in the section on data privacy and security below.  

 

The second concern is the exposure to litigation risk, a sub-category under 
corporate governance and ethics. Thai telcos have a large amount of lawsuit 
claims against them, which are a legacy of the concession era (pre-2015) that 
may significantly dent its operational performance and/or balance sheets in the 
future. Lawsuit claims against ADVANC/TRUE/DTAC are worth 
THB137bn/THB116bn/THB61bn as of 30 Jun 2021 (based on the companies’ 
reports in the notes to financial statements and filings to the SET website). The 
FY21F lawsuit-claim-to-EBITDA ratios are 1.5x/2.0x/2.0x for 
ADVANC/TRUE/DTAC. 

 
 

Figure 5: CGS-CIMB’s ESG score summary for the Thai telco sector as of 30 Jun 2021 
(out of 5 points) 

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

 

 

[Social] Network QoS, reliability and affordability     

Overview     

In this category, TRUE has a slightly higher score (4.0 points for TRUE, which 

is higher than ADVANC’s and DTAC’s scores of 3.8 points each) due to strong 

network quality and relatively cheap data plans. In return for the licence to 

3.3 
3.1 

3.4 

0.0
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1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

ADVANC TRUE DTAC

(out of 5 pts)

Categories Weightage ADVANC TRUE DTAC

Network QoS, reliability & affordability 25% 3.8 4.0 3.8

Data privacy & security 20% 2.5 2.3 3.0

Human capital 20% 3.6 3.3 4.0

Digital & financial inclusion 15% 4.0 3.5 3.0

Corporate governance & ethics 15% 2.4 1.7 2.7

Impact on the environment 5% 2.8 4.0 3.3

Overall (weighted average; out of 5 pts) 100% 3.3 3.1 3.4
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operate their networks, society has expectations of telcos rolling out their 

networks and providing good and reliable quality of service (QoS) at affordable 

prices. If telcos fail at this, there may be community calls on the regulator to 

intervene to correct a real/perceived market failure, perhaps with the setting of 

more stringent QoS/coverage targets (with fines imposed if key performance 

indicators [KPIs] are not met), imposition of tariff ceilings or worse, the 

suspension of licence/issuance of additional licences to bring in new entrants to 

spur competition.  
 

In addition to risk of regulatory intervention, unreliable QoS and poor network 

coverage could lead to the operator losing subscribers and market share. Poor 

network perception could also take years to recover. Deterioration in network 

perception was what happened with DTAC in 2013-17. 
 
 

Figure 6: Scores for network QoS, reliability and affordability by operator as of 30 Jun 
2021 (out of 5 points)  

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

 

 

Mobile network quality; DTAC is catching up with peers    

In the past, DTAC’s network quality in terms of both coverage and download 

speed was the worst out of the three operators. The poor QoS was one of the 

primary reasons why DTAC was losing mobile revenue market share, allowing 

TRUE to finally overtake DTAC as the number-two player in Thailand in 2Q17. 

DTAC’s revenue market share dropped from 32.8% in 2Q13 to 25.6% in 2Q17 

while TRUE’s market share rose from 15.7% to 26.2% over the same period.  

 

In Apr 18, DTAC tried to catch up with competitors by signing a 2300MHz 

network capacity deal with TOT, allowing the operator to aggressively roll out 4G 

2300MHz network. The average download speed of DTAC’s mobile Internet 

rose from 5.0 mbps in Nov 17 (lower than ADVANC’s 5.6 mbps and TRUE’s 9.7 

mbps) to 8.4 mbps in Nov 19, the highest speed in the market according to 

OpenSignal.  DTAC continued to lead the pack in the next two surveys by 

OpenSignal in Apr and Nov 20. However, TRUE became the leader of mobile 

Internet speed in May 21 likely due to rising 5G adoption among its subscriber 

base (ADVANC and TRUE have allowed their customers to use 5G services 

since Feb 20). In 2021, DTAC is aggressively rolling out 4G/5G 700MHz network 

to expand its 4G coverage in rural areas and introducing 5G services to its 

customer bases. DTAC is aiming for THB13bn-15bn network capex in FY21F, 

up from THB9bn in FY20. Nevertheless, we expect DTAC to remain at a 

disadvantage in terms of 5G service since it still does not have mainstream mid-

band spectrum for 5G (vs. 2600MHz spectrum licences at ADVANC and TRUE). 

 

Weightage ADVANC TRUE DTAC

Network QoS, reliability & affordability 100% 3.8 4.0 3.8

Network QoS & reliability 33% 4.0 4.0 3.5

Service affordability 33% 3.5 4.0 4.0

Regulatory + business model risks 33% 4.0 4.0 4.0
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Figure 7: TRUE overtook DTAC to become the number-two 
mobile operator in terms of mobile revenue market share in 3Q17  

Figure 8: DTAC’s market share began to stabilise after 4Q18 

   

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

  

 
  

Figure 9: Number of DTAC’s 4G 2300MHz base stations  Figure 10: Mobile download speed by operator 

 
  

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, OPENSIGNAL 

  

 
 

Figure 11: 4G network coverage as of Jun 21   

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

 

 

We give TRUE a slightly higher score than peers in the 
category of network QoS, reliability and affordability    

TRUE is the leader by a narrow margin (4.0 points for TRUE, which is higher 

than ADVANC’s and DTAC’s scores at 3.8 points each) in this category because 

its network quality is better than DTAC’s and its data plans are slightly more 

affordable than ADVANC’s today. TRUE’s network is better than DTAC’s in two 

aspects, including i) higher 4G population coverage of 98% (vs. c.90% for 
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DTAC), and ii) higher download speed of 15.4 mbps (vs DTAC’s 10.1 mbps). 

Nevertheless, DTAC’s 4G coverage is improving rapidly in FY21F thanks to the 

aggressive 700MHz network rollout (the operator just obtained 700MHz 

spectrum licence in late-Dec 20). At end-1Q21, DTAC’s 4G 700MHz service 

covered 67% of Thai population, and the operator is aiming for over 90% 

coverage by the end of this year. 

 

On the affordability front, ADVANC is slightly behind peers in periods of price 

cuts (when price competition starts intensifying, either TRUE or DTAC normally 

initiate the price cut), while the operator is usually the first to raise data prices to 

lead the market out of a fierce competition environment. During the periods of 

stable competition, some of ADVANC’s data plans are slightly more expensive 

than peers’. For example, ADVANC’s 10mbps-speed unlimited data plan, one of 

the most popular postpaid plans in the Thai market, now costs THB349-

400/month while the same plans by TRUE and DTAC cost around THB300-

349/month. In the sub-category of service affordability, we give 3.5 points while 

giving TRUE and DTAC 4 points each. From a regional perspective, Thailand’s 

data pricing and Internet speed are comparable to other markets in the region as 

of 1Q21. 

 
  

Figure 12: Malaysia telcos' average 4G download speed vs. 
Singapore, Thailand and Indonesia (Big 3) as of May 2021 

Figure 13: Data pricing comparison among ASEAN-4 markets 

 

  

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, OPENSIGNAL   Note: Based on 1Q21 data; ^Only Digi/ADVANC disclose data yields in Malaysia/Thailand;   

*Based on revenue/GB of a 60GB SIM-only monthly plan from Singtel, StarHub & M1 each,   

assuming 80% quota usage; **Based on Indosat & XL (TLKM has not reported 1Q21 results)   

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS, BLOOMBERG   

  

 

[Social] Data privacy and security     

Thai telcos’ rather lax cyber security   

DTAC leads in this category with a score of 3.0 points vs. TRUE’s 2.5 points and 

ADVANC’s 2.3 points. DTAC is the leader via a process of elimination because it 

is the only company with no major cyber-security incident during the past three 

years. On the other hand, ADVANC had a data leak in May 20, and TRUE’s 

system was hacked in 2018. Through the services they provide, telcos have 

access to valuable customer data (location, credit profile, personal identification 

details, web browsing/app usage history of retail customers and sensitive 

government/enterprise data stored in data centres). Thus, telcos have a big 

responsibility to ensure adequate measures are in place for data protection, 

especially given rising and increasingly sophisticated cybersecurity threats, in 

our view. If a telco suffers from a data security breach, it could result in not only 

significant costs to resolve the issue, but also risk damaging its reputation and 
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affecting its future business outlook, especially when the operators try to position 

themselves as cyber-security service providers. 

 
 

Figure 14: Scores for data privacy and security by operator as of 30 Jun (out of 5 
points) 

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

 

 

ADVANC’s data leak in 2020     

In May 20, ADVANC’s 8.3bn records related to customers’ Internet usage were 

leaked. Security researcher Justin Paine said in a blogpost that he found the 

database, containing DNS queries and Netflow data, on the Internet without a 

password. With access to this database, Paine said that anyone could “quickly 

paint a picture” about what an Internet user does in real-time. According to Tech 

Crunch (an American news outlet focusing on high-tech and startup companies), 

Paine alerted ADVANC to the open database on 13 May 2020. After no 

response from the operator for a week, Paine reported the finding to Thailand’s 

national computer emergency response team or ThaiCERT, which contacted 

ADVANC about the open database. ADVANC’s spokesperson Sudaporn 

Watcharanisakorn confirmed that the company owned the data. She apologised 

for the security lapse while ensuring that the data were “non-personal, non-

critical information”. She added that “all of the data related to Internet usage 

patterns and did not contain personal information that could be used to identify 

any customer.” We believe this data breach could be related to a rise in 

complaints regarding loss of customer data from 171-178 complaints in FY18-19 

to 583 complaints in FY20.  

 

In our view, the incident does not bode well for ADVANC, which offers cloud-

based cyber-security solutions to corporate clients.   

 
 

Figure 15: Complaints to ADVANC related to cyber security and data privacy 

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

 

 

TRUE’s critical customer data was hacked in 2018     

In Apr 18, TRUE’s stored copies of national identification cards belonging to 

11.4k customers who bought “True Move H” mobile packages via TRUE’s e-

commerce platform iTruemart were hacked and made public (1m of TRUE’s 
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Data privacy & security 100% 2.5 2.3 3.0
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mobile subscribers were on iTruemart’s platform at the time). The data leak 

came after Norway-based security researcher Niall Merrigan said in his personal 

blog that he was able to access 32GB of TRUE’s customer data and notified 

TRUE in Mar 18 about the security breach. In the blogpost, Merrigan wrote that 

“there was no security at all protecting the files. Simply, if you find the URL, you 

could download all their customers’ scanned details.” TRUE denied Merrigan’s 

allegation that the database had no protection; the data was private and the 

information was hacked by Merrigan, said the operator. In the worst-case 

scenario, the loss of national identification cards could have led to identity theft 

and fabricated financial transactions if the data fell into the wrong hands. This is 

the key reason why we give TRUE the lowest score of 2.3 points for data privacy 

and security. 
 

Improvements after the cyber-security incidents     

In addition to reviewing and strengthening the existing cyber-security protocols 
(i.e. Data Classification and Handling Framework, NIST Cybersecurity 

Framework, AIS Security Playbook and MITRE Attack Framework), ADVANC 

established Crisis Management Committee, which comprises C suite 

executives and heads of business units. The committee reports directly to the 

president and CEO. The committee is responsible for and has decision-making 

authority during times of crisis on proper responses, damage mitigation, 

business continuity and crisis communications as it aims to reduce the negative 

impact on customers and the company’s reputation. For the enhancement of AIS 

cyber security and data privacy capabilities, relevant staff underwent over 23 

training courses. The key subjects of the training courses are i) Ethical Hacking 

and Penetration Testing, which allowed them to test the security systems by 

seeking loopholes and weaknesses, ii) Incident Management and Forensics, 

which allowed the trained employees to handle cyberthreats appropriately and 

promptly and inspect for digital forensic evidence, and iii) cyber security and 

data privacy. The operator also conducted two cyber drills in 2020. 
 

In its sustainability report 2018, TRUE mentioned that TrueMove H and its 

partners ensured that the loopholes were closed to prevent further 

unauthorised access to customer data. The company sent short messages to 

customers who might be affected and advised them on calling the 1242 Call 

Center if they had any inquiries. To further enhance security, TRUE also 

engaged with international cyber-security experts to help improve future data 

integrity. On 10 Oct 2018, TRUE conducted a cyber-security war game, a 

training session on cyber-threat response, for 21 employees from IT department 

and other units. The operator invited external experts to provide training and 

conduct a simulation of a cyber attack on TRUE’s database, resulting in a data 

leak. TRUE reported that its employees responded effectively to the leak in 

accordance with the company’s response plan, and the training exercise was a 

success. 

 

Opportunities in cyber-security business     

Thanks to the rise of e-payment, digitisation and work-from-home policy, 

companies need a strong backend IT system and/or cloud platform, and solid 

cyber security has become mandatory. To capture the new demand, TRUE set 

up two new business units in 2020, i.e. Digital Health and Cyber Security. 

ADVANC has already had a variety of cyber-security services such as network 

security, platform protection and application security. The company also 

operates Cyber Security Operation Center (CSOC) with high standards that can 

respond to a threat immediately with expert personnel 24/7. It works with world-

class partners specialising in cyber security such as, Trustwave, which allows 

ADVANC to provide extensive cyber-security services from protection of terminal 

devices, networks and the cloud to assessing risk and providing consultation on 

cyber-security enhancement. 
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DTAC seems to be the only company that does not mention the opportunities of 

the cyber-security business in its annual reports or sustainability reports.      

 

 
 

Figure 16: ASEAN cybersecurity spending 

 

Note: Cybersecurity spend includes both private and public sector spend on identity/access management, infrastructure protection    

(including content and endpoint) and network security    

SOURCES: INTERNATIONAL DATA CORPORATION, GARTNER, A.T. KEARNEY   

 

 

[Social] Human capital     

Fierce competition environment could translate into more 
pressure for employees     

DTAC leads in category of human capital as we give it a score of 4.0 points, 

vs. ADVANC’s 3.6 and TRUE’s 3.3; the lead is mainly supported by the lofty 

average training hours per staff. We believe that it is critical for telcos to 

attract/retain the best talent and continuously invest in improving/building new 

competencies among its people to respond to the rapidly changing technology 

and business landscape. The big 3 Thai telcos (ADVANC, TRUE and DTAC) are 

well-known companies in the country with international recognition as the 

leading employers in Asia, so these companies have no problem recruiting new 

talents. However, we notice the trend of declining talent retention rate and 

employee satisfaction score. The telco industry has experienced several rounds 

of intensifying competition since 2015, and this may force the operators to put 

more pressure on employees to raise workforce productivity.  

 

In addition, having a diverse, high-quality workforce may result in better 

understanding of the customer base, resulting in better ideas and decision-

making (avoiding “group-think”). According to global consulting firm McKinsey & 

Company, there is a 48% performance differential between the most and least 

gender-diverse companies. Thai telcos are well-balanced in terms of gender 

diversity, especially in the manager positions. 
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Figure 17: Scores for human capital by operator as of 30 Jun (out of 5 points) 

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

 

 
 

Figure 18: Workforce gender diversity (overall employees and managers) in 2020 

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

 

 

DTAC leads in training and upskilling     

It seems to us that the Telenor Group (TEL NO, NR) is serious about upskilling 

its workforce as DTAC and its Telenor-owned Malaysian counterpart Digi (DIGI 

MK, RM4.45 TP, RM4.19 CP) lead the pack in their respective markets in terms 

of efforts to improve employees’ competencies. Digi’s average training hours per 

employee stood at 60 hours in 2020, more than double that of Malaysian telco 

peers. In Thailand, DTAC’s average training hours per employee came in at 83.0 

hours in 2020 (+34.6% yoy), much higher than ADVANC’s 37.09 hours (-24.3% 

yoy) and TRUE’s 24.7 hours (+19.1% yoy). The training sessions include, but 

are not limited to, specific-skill training, health and safety training, supply chain 

health and safety training. 

 

DTAC’s weaknesses in human resource management are the lack of awards 

won in recent years and ongoing trend of declining headcount. DTAC’s number 

of employees has declined every year since 2016 at the rate of 7.8% p.a. (FY15-

20 CAGR). DTAC has downsized its workforce over the years to offset the 

negative impact of revenue declines on its net profit; the operator generated -

2.5% CAGR for its service revenue excluding interconnection charges (IC) in 

FY15-20. 

 

Weightage ADVANC TRUE DTAC

Human capital 100% 3.6 3.3 4.0

Avg training hours 40% 3.0 2.0 5.0

Staff diversity (gender) 40% 4.5 4.8 4.0

employee 50% 4.0 4.5 3.0

managers 50% 5.0 5.0 5.0

Staff well-being + HR awards 20% 3.0 3.0 2.0
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Figure 19: Average learning and training hours per employee for Thai telcos in 2018-20  

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

 

 

 
  

Figure 20: DTAC’s headcount  Figure 21: DTAC’s service revenue excluding interconnection 
charges 

 

  

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

  

 

ADVANC and TRUE, award-winning employers with certain 
flaws     

ADVANC and TRUE were two of the 38 Thai companies that won the Best 

Companies to Work in Asia 2020 from HR Asia. The organiser announces the 

winners of its best-employer awards annually. All companies in Asia with more 

than 100 full-time equivalent employees (in the manufacturing industry) or 50 

full-time equivalent employees (in non-manufacturing industries) and have been 

in operation for at least 18 months could apply. The HR Asia Best Companies to 

Work for in Asia Awards 2020 is given to companies based on an employee 

survey, which is called the Total Engagement Assessment Model or T.E.A.M. 

Report. The judges were presented with an executive summary of each qualified 

corporate participant anonymously. Moreover, the results are rated against the 

industry average, and are based on findings from the site visits. In 2020, 

ADVANC and TRUE were two of the 38 Thai companies that won the award.  

 

ADVANC is noted for its culture that ensures the welfare of employees 

through a new corporate culture and DNA that revolves around the theme Fit 

Fun Fair. The first element is Fit, which revolves around physical and mental 
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health. Being recognised as one of the best employers in Thailand could also 

imply a work environment that encourages creativity, innovation and team-

oriented goals. However, we believe that ADVANC also needs to prevent the 

talent retention rate from dropping any further. ADVANC's talent retention rate 

fell from 98% in 2019 to 85% in 2020 although the company did not implement 

any layoff policy. If the retention rate dips below the company's 85% target for 

2023, we may have to explore whether there are any issues in the work 

environment. 

 

In addition to the Best Companies to Work for in Asia 2020 award, TRUE has 

won Thailand Top Employer Award from the Netherlands-based Top 

Employers Institute for three years in a row in 2019-21. Nevertheless, we 

noticed a decline in employee satisfaction score before the company stopped 

reporting the number separately. In 2018, employee satisfaction rating fell from 

76% in 2017 to 64% in 2018. The lower score was likely caused by core net 

losses incurred in FY16-18, which could force the company to push its 

employees harder in order to raise productivity (it seems to us that TRUE tries to 

avoid massive employee layoffs). In 2019, TRUE bundled the satisfaction and 

engagement scores into one item ("overall satisfaction and engagement score"); 

the score rose from 69% in 2018 to 71% in 2019 and 2020. 

 
  

Figure 22: TRUE’s headcount  Figure 23: TRUE’s permanent employee turnover rate  

   

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

  

 
 

Figure 24: TRUE’s overall engagement and satisfaction score  

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   
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TRUE wins the gender diversity race   

In the sub-category of staff diversity (gender), we give TRUE 4.8 points and 

ADVANC 4.5 points as both companies have well-balanced workforces (close to 

50:50 ratio of men:women) when considering all employees and manager ranks. 

DTAC is behind with a score of 4.0 points because women accounted for only 

36% of all employees in 2020.  

 

[Social] Digital and financial inclusion  

Telcos are in a unique position to drive digital and financial 
inclusion as part of CSR   

ADVANC is the leader in the category of digital and financial inclusion as 

we score the company 4.0 points (vs. TRUE’s 3.5 points and DTAC’s 3.0 points), 

mainly thanks to its large contribution in the digital inclusion space. Telcos carry 

out various corporate social responsibility (CSR) initiatives in their roles as 

corporate citizens. However, given the nature of their business, we will focus on 

areas where we think telcos are uniquely and best able to contribute to 

community development, which is in terms of driving digital and financial 

inclusion. While these efforts may incur additional costs in the near-term, in the 

longer-run it may help to i) create goodwill that enhances brand value and 

strengthen customer relationships (not only retail, but also with the public/private 

sectors), and ii) new business opportunities (sale of financial products, earning 

fees on transactions), in our view. 

 
 

Figure 25: Scores for digital and financial inclusion by operator as of 30 Jun (out of 5 
points) 

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

 

 

ADVANC’s innovative contribution to digital inclusion   

There are three key projects that have made ADVANC stand out from peers and 

led us to give the operator the full score of 5 points under the sub-category of 

digital inclusion. These projects are i) AIS Academy, ii) Aor Sor Mor Online 

application, and iii) AIS 5G Battling Covid-19.  

 

AIS Academy. ADVANC’s HR Department launched AIS Academy originally as 

an internal training platform for ADVANC’s employees in 2015. The knowledge-

sharing offering was then extended to all Thai citizens from 2018 onwards; each 

year, ADVANC will go on tour in major cities in Thailand (Bangkok, Chiang Mai 

and Khon Kaen) with expert speakers from different technological fields (i.e. 

smartphones, IT gadgets, IoT, 5G etc.) to conduct all-day events called AIS 

Academy for Thais, and Thai people can register for seminar sessions for free. 

For example, “AIS Academy for Thais: Jump Thailand” took place on 1 Oct 2020 

to provide knowledge and support sustainable innovation through enhancement 

of education and the creation of career opportunities.  Another key milestone for 

AIS Academy in 2020 was the launch of online learning platform called “LearnDi 

for Thais”, which allows Thai people to access knowledge anytime from 

anywhere. The online platform now offers free courses in business, technology 

and finance, among other topics.  

 

 

 

 

Weightage ADVANC TRUE DTAC

Digital & financial inclusion 100% 4.0 3.5 3.0

Digital inclusion 50% 5.0 4.0 3.0

Financial inclusion 50% 3.0 3.0 3.0
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Figure 26: Topics of online courses under AIS Academy   

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

 

 

Aor Sor Mor Online application. ADVANC launched the mobile application to 

communities in 2015 as a communication tool between sub-district hospitals and 

village health volunteers, facilitating the proactive work of local health service 

units. The application circulates news and data among health offices to provide 

a clearer picture of general health situations and help form appropriate health 

service planning. Since the launch, Aor Sor Mor Online has slowly morphed into 

a mutli-purpose health application. With the collaborations with government 

agencies, Aor Sor Mor Online introduced new features in 2020, including health-

related household surveys, Covid-19 screening and real-time reporting and 

community health screenings. ADVANC reported that the application has helped 

improve the well-being of 529k people (application users) as of end-2020, and it 

aims for the number to reach 700k people by 2023.  

 
 

Figure 27: ADVANC’s targets of well-being improvement through the use of Aor Sor 
Mor Online application (application users)  

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   
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Figure 28: Aor Sor Mor online app users  Figure 29: Reduction of paper usage by Aor 
Sor Mor  

Figure 30: Reduction of fuel usage by local 
hospitals  

 
 

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

   

 

AIS 5G battling Covid-19. The mission of this project is to apply 5G technology 

and medical solutions to the crisis through two endeavours, namely i) installation 

of 5G networks in 158 hospitals to support medical work, which should help 

reduce medical workers’ exposure to Covid-19 patients, and ii) AIS Robotic Lab, 

a collaboration of ADVANC, digital technology experts and hospitals to develop 

medical solutions and 5G telemedicine robots. ADVANC produced 23 Robots for 

Care and delivered them to 22 hospitals in May 20. All of the healthcare facilities 

were testing and caring for Covid-19 patients and utilised the robots as 

assistants to doctors and nurses, performing thermal scans and facilitating video 

calls between doctors and patients.  

 

TRUE focuses on giving access to learning resources while 
DTAC sets sight on improving digital literacy and farmers’ 
lives    

TRUE reported that, as of end-FY20, it has cumulatively helped 5.6m people 

(students, teachers and families) gain access to learning resources and 

information. TRUE was one of the 12 companies that initiated Public Private 

Partnership for Basic Education and Leadership Development Project in 2016, 

which was later transformed into CONNEXT ED Foundation in 2020. This 

programme selects qualified volunteer employees from participating companies 

to work as “school partners” to raise educational standards of schools. To 

promote equal access to information and knowledge, TRUE offers True 

Plookpanya, a multimedia educational platform that has a TV station and a 

website (30m active users) as well as a mobile application (530k downloads). 

1,402 schools around the country also participated in projects and activities with 

True Plookpanya. 

 

DTAC’s digital inclusion effort has two main projects, including NetArsa and 

Smart Farmer. Under NetArsa project (established in 2014), DTAC aims to 

promote digital literacy and reduce the digital divide. In 2020, the NetArsa team 

provided training in online marketing and e-marketplace access to about 6k 

entrepreneurs and cottage industries. The team already reached out to 2k 

individuals in vulnerable groups to promote digital literacy. On the farmers’ side, 

dtac Smart Farmer Project has been disseminating agriculture knowledge and 

skills to farmers through various channels since 2008. The company also hands 

out awards annually to recognise farmers with the potential to be role models for 

the younger generation of farmers. In 2020, DTAC partnered Yara Thailand and 

RBK to develop and launch the “Kaset Go Application,” an online community 

and platform for farmers to discuss agricultural topics with experts who offer 
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practical advice that helps farmers improve crop yields and raise the quality of 

their produce. 

 

 

[Governance] Corporate governance and ethics  

Poor board diversity and litigation risk drag Thai telcos’ 
scores   

DTAC leads in the category of corporate governance and ethics with a 

score of 2.9 points (vs. ADVANC’s 2.4 points and TRUE’s 1.7 points) mainly 

due to the highest diversity of its board members (gender, ethnicity, and 

age). An effective board is able to establish the appropriate vision/mission, 

strategy and structure for a company, and act as an oversight to ensure these 

are executed well by management in the best interest of shareholders and other 

relevant stakeholders. Investors would want companies to competitively and 

fairly remunerate directors and senior management so as to attract/retain the 

best talent and also to incentivise them to perform well to meet the companies’ 

financial and non-financial KPIs in the near term as well as longer term. 

Investors also want to invest in companies that conduct their business in an 

ethical manner and put in place stringent anti-corruption measures. Besides 

being just good business principles, these help companies avoid potentially 

costly litigation, the risk of losing operating licences, being defrauded etc. Thai 

telcos have a large amount of lawsuit claims against them, which are a legacy of 

the concession era (pre-2015) that may significantly dent its operational 

performance and/or balance sheets in the future. Lawsuit claims against 

ADVANC/TRUE/DTAC were worth THB139bn/THB118bn/THB61bn on 30 Jun 

2021. 

 
 

Figure 31: Scores for corporate governance and ethics as of 30 Jun (out of 5 points) 

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

 

 

DTAC has a big lead in board diversity   

DTAC, which is part of multi-national telecom group Telenor (TEL NO, NR), has 

a big lead in our sub-category of board diversity (gender, ethnicity, and age) with 

a score of 3.9 points vs. TRUE’s 1.6 and ADVANC’s 1.4. Firstly, 40% of DTAC’s 

board members were women in 2020, higher than ADVANC’s 9.1% and TRUE’s 

6.3%. Secondly, DTAC’s board comprises four Thais, four Norwegians, one 

British and one Indian. This implies that the proportion of Thai directors is 40.0% 

- while ADVANC’s and TRUE’s directors are mostly Thais (63.6% were Thais at 

ADVANC and 81.3% were Thais at TRUE). Finally, DTAC’s directors come from 

three age groups of i) 60 years old or older (20% of all board members), ii) 50-59 

years old (50% of the board), and iii) below 50 years old (30% of the board). On 

the other hand, 81.8%/56.3% of ADVANC’s/TRUE’s board members are over 60 

years old.   

 

Weightage ADVANC TRUE DTAC

Corporate governance & ethics 100% 2.4 1.7 2.7

Board diversity 35% 1.4 1.6 3.9

   gender 40% 1.0 1.0 4.5

ethnic 40% 2.0 2.0 3.0

age 20% 1.0 2.0 4.5

Independent directors: >9 years limit 15% 4.0 2.0 3.0

Disclosure of compensation 15% 4.0 3.5 3.5

Litigation risk 35% 2.0 1.0 1.0
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Figure 32: Board diversity – percentage of female directors as of 
31 Dec 2020 

Figure 33: Board diversity – percentage of Thai directors as of 31 
Dec 2020 

   

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

  

 
  

Figure 34: Board diversity – age distribution as of 31 Dec 2020 Figure 35: Average tenure of board members as of 31 Dec 2020  

 
  

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

  

 

Legal disputes with CAT and TOT from the concession era   

Background: TOT and CAT Telecom, two state-owned telecom operators 

which just merged into National Telecom in Jan 21, used to own 25-year 

spectrum concessions, whereby ADVANC (concessionaire of TOT), DTAC and 

TRUE (concessionaires of CAT) had to share 20-30% of revenue with the 

concession owners. The concessions were under build-transfer-operate (BTO) 

schemes whereby the concessionaires had to build the telco network comprising 

towers, equipment, base stations and transmission lines, and transfer them to 

the concession owners. Disputes over the correct method to calculate the 

revenue sharing and what assets to transfer, have led to a big pile of lawsuits 

against all three operators.  

 

Current situation: Lawsuit claims against ADVANC/TRUE/DTAC were worth 

THB137bn/THB116bn/THB61bn on 30 Jun 2021 (according to the companies’ 

notes to financial statements and filings to the SET website). We view these 

lawsuits as potential liabilities and compare legal exposure to the operators’ 

EBITDA (in a similar manner to net-debt-to-EBITDA ratio). The FY21F lawsuit-

claim-to-EBITDA ratios are 1.5x/2.0x/2.0x for ADVANC/TRUE/DTAC, based on 

our FY21F EBITDA. The lower ratio for ADVANC allows us to give a higher 
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(better) score of 2.0 points for the sub-category of litigation risk vs. DTAC’s 1.0 

point and TRUE’s 1.0 point. Although we give TRUE and DTAC the same points, 

we are of the view that DTAC has a lower risk of losing the existing lawsuits. For 

example, DTAC’s existing biggest case as of 30 Jun 2021 (THB23.2bn or 37.7% 

of total legal claims against DTAC) is related to revenue sharing with CAT, and 

the company has already won the case twice at the Arbitration Institute (2012) 

and the Central Administrative Court (2016). In Thailand, the Supreme 

Administrative Court rarely overturns the Central Administrative Court’s ruling. 

 

Our comment: The timing of the verdicts is largely unpredictable. The three key 

legal institutions that judge legal disputes between CAT/TOT and the telco 

operators are Arbitration Institute, Central Administrative Court and Supreme 

Administrative Court. Each court takes on average 5-6 years for its legal 

proceedings. The duration of legal proceedings can be only one year for a small 

case and over 10 years for a larger and more complicated case. Please see our 

detailed analysis of lawsuit claims against Thai telcos in the appendix section. 

 
  

Figure 36: Legal disputes against Thai telcos as of 30 Jun 2021 Figure 37: Litigation claims to EBITDA ratio 

 
  

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   Note: the ratios are based on actual lawsuit claims as of 30 Jun 2021 as our forecasts of FY21F 
EBITDA  

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

  

 

[Environmental] Impact on the Environment  

Managing environmental footprint can help reduce costs and 
enhance reputation among certain consumer groups  

TRUE wins in the category of impact on the environment with the score of 

4.0 points (vs. DTAC’s 3.3 points and ADVANC’s 2.0 points) thanks to its 

initiatives in reducing carbon emissions. Telcos’ impact on the environment 

largely relates to its usage of power in telecom network and office buildings. This 

power consumption of the network is becoming more material as telcos expand 

capacity (more sites and equipment) to support rapidly growing data traffic, and 

build more energy-consuming data centres to support the public/private sector’s 

digital transformation. Besides doing good for the environment, improving 

energy efficiency can reduce telcos’ opex (power cost makes up 3-5% of 

revenue), lower earnings risk in the event of electricity rate hikes and potentially 

enhance their reputation among environmentally-conscious consumers. 

 

TRUE, the environmentally-friendly operator  

In 2020, TRUE’s carbon emissions dropped by 8% to 418k ton CO2e (FY16-20 

CAGR of -1.7%) as the company i) raised the proportion of renewable energy 

consumption (i.e. solar power generation), ii) using digital platforms for both 

internal and external workflows (i.e. e-billing, e-Tax invoice and virtual meetings), 
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iii) implementing internal carbon pricing (ICP) to support decision-making, and iv) 

implementing work-from-home policy aggressively. In mid-2020, TRUE 

announced that it aims to have only 50% of its workforce present in office each 

week and that employees would have to start sharing work desks when they use 

the office space. This policy, which will be in place even after the Covid-19 

outbreak is finally over, has allowed the company to reduce the leases of office 

space and hence utility bills significantly. 

 

ADVANC has the lowest score in the environmental aspect  

We give ADVANC only 2.8 points under the category of impact on the 

environment because of rising carbon emissions. In 2020, ADVANC’s carbon 

emissions were 697k ton CO2e, up 13.2% yoy; the emissions have been rising 

every year during the last four years (FY16-20 CAGR of 11.0%). We give DTAC 

a slightly higher score of 3.0 points. Although the company does not report 

annual carbon emissions, there are initiatives that lead us to believe that the 

carbon emissions dropped in 2020. For example, DTAC collected and recycled 

178k kg of e-waste in 2020, resulting in 9,919k tonCO2e reduction in carbon 

emissions.  

 
 

Figure 38: ESG scores for ADVANC by Refinitiv  

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, REFINITIV   

 

 
 

Figure 39: ESG scores for TRUE by Refinitiv   

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, REFINITIV   

 

 

2020 2019 2018 2017 2016

ESG Report Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

ESG Reporting Scope 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

ESG Report Auditor Name SGS Thailand Limited SGS Thailand Limited SGS Thailand Limited -- --

 ESG Combined Score B+ B+ B+ B B

 ESG Score (Weight 100.0%) B+ B+ B+ B B

 Environmental Pillar Score (Weight 20.3%) B B- B- B- C+

 Social Pillar Score (Weight 53.2%) B+ B+ B+ B+ B+

 Governance Pillar Score (Weight 26.5%) A B+ A- B+ B

 ESG Controversies Score A+ A+ A+ A+ A+

2019 2018 2017 2016 2015

ESG Report Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

ESG Reporting Scope 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

ESG Report Auditor Name

TUV NORD 

Thailand Ltd

TUV NORD 

Thailand Ltd

Lloyd's Register Quality 

Assurance Ltd (LRQA)

Lloyd's Register Quality 

Assurance Ltd (LRQA)

Lloyd's Register Quality 

Assurance Ltd (LRQA)

 ESG Combined Score A- B B+ B B-

 ESG Score (Weight 100.0%) A- B+ B+ B B-

 Environmental Pillar Score (Weight 20.3%) A A- A- B C

 Social Pillar Score (Weight 53.2%) A+ A A A- B+

 Governance Pillar Score (Weight 26.5%) C C- C- C- C-

 ESG Controversies Score A+ B A+ A+ A+
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Figure 40: ESG scores for DTAC by Refinitiv  

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

 

 

Valuation and recommendations 

ADVANC is our top sector pick   

We expect ADVANC’s service revenue to rise qoq in 4Q21F, assuming that the 

third wave of Covid-19 outbreak in Thailand can be largely contained by the end 

of 3Q21F. Also, there will be no more licence spectrum transfer after the 

700MHz licence on 1 Apr, implying flat spectrum amortisation expense qoq from 

3Q21F onwards. We reiterate our Add rating on ADVANC with the DCF-based 

target price of THB217 (8.4% WACC, 2.0% LTG). Potential re-rating catalysts 

are easing mobile competition and qoq revenue growth in 4Q21F while key 

downside risk is prolonged Covid-19 outbreak into 4Q21F, which could depress 

data prices and revenue trend for ADVANC. 
 
 

Potential upside to ADVANC’s dividend payout ratio in FY22F 

  
ADANC’s management has stated during the non-deal roadshow with our clients 

in Nov 2020 and the latest analyst meeting in May 2021 that it will be willing to 

consider raising the dividend payout ratio once it can i) ascertain that the Covid-

19 outbreak is well contained and ii) finalise the budget for 3500MHz spectrum 

acquisition. The government plans to inoculate a majority of the Thai population 

in 2H21F; as such, we believe the outbreak should be relatively under control by 

the end of this year. Also, the National Broadcasting and Telecommunications 

Commission is now seeking a new set of board members, and we expect the 

new board to be appointed by Aug-Sep 2021; this should lead to more details 

and official announcement of the 3500MHz  spectrum auction by the end of this 

year as well, allowing ADVANC to finalise its spectrum budget. As a result, we 

believe ADVANC could raise its dividend payout ratio from the current levels of 

75% for its FY22F performance.   

 

If ADVANC decides to keep its payout ratio at 75%, we project its net-debt-to-

EBITDA to fall from 1.14x in FY20 to 0.9x/0.5x in FY21/22F. By the end of 

FY24F, we expect ADVANC to be in a net cash position. 

 

2018

ESG Report Yes

ESG Reporting Scope 100%

ESG Report Auditor Name --

 ESG Combined Score B

 ESG Score (Weight 100.0%) B

 Environmental Pillar Score (Weight 20.3%) C+

 Social Pillar Score (Weight 53.2%) B+

 Governance Pillar Score (Weight 26.5%) B+

 ESG Controversies Score A+
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Figure 41: ADVANC’s core net profit growth  Figure 42: ADVANC’s 1-year-forward EV/EBITDA (x) (based on 
pre-TFRS16 EBITDA)  

   

Note: core net profit excludes FX gains/(losses), gain/(losses) on asset sales and other one-time 
items 

 SOURCES: CGS-CIMB ESTIMATES, COMPANY REPORTS   

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

  

 
 

Figure 43: ADVANC’s DCF valuation  

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH ESTIMATES, COMPANY REPORTS   

 

 

Reiterate Hold for TRUE, with the same DCF-based TP of 
THB3.20    
We reiterate our Hold rating on TRUE, with an unchanged DCF-based TP of 

THB3.20 (5.9% WACC, 2.0% LTG). We forecast FY21F/22F core net losses of 

THB2.2bn/THB1.5bn, an improvement from THB3.1bn in FY20, on the back of 

improving economic conditions. We expect Thailand’s vaccination rate to start 

improving in 3Q21F (i.e. higher monthly production of AstraZeneca vaccines in 

Thailand and more imports of alternative vaccines by private-sector hospitals), 

leading to FY21F/22F service revenue growth of 3.4%/4.4%. We believe its 1-

year-forward EV/EBITDA (pre-TFRS16 accounting) of 8.4x, which is 6.5% below 
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Jul-16 Feb-17 Sep-17 Mar-18 Oct-18 Apr-19 Nov-19 May-20 Dec-20 Jul-21 Jan-22

EV/EBITDA

DCF VALUATION

Cost of equity assumption (%)

Risk free rate 3.0%

Market risk premium 6.0%

Stock beta 0.99

Cost of equity , Ke 8.9%

Cost of debt, Kd 3.5%

After-tax cost of debt 2.8%

WACC 8.4%

Cashflows (THB m) 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F Perpetuity

Period for discounting 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

EBIT(1-T) 29,594 30,610 31,486 31,588 31,545 31,683

D&A 57,166 59,922 62,909 65,603 68,012 70,492

Change in working cap 5,631 6,122 1,216 1,125 1,051 1,098

CAPEX

 PPE (24,000) (25,000) (26,452) (24,292) (25,049) (25,800)

 Licence (19,509) (11,039) (11,039) (13,973) (13,973) (10,508)

FCFF 36,775 48,146 45,276 46,821 47,959 52,931 849,332

NPV of FCFF 44,432 38,562 36,802 34,790 35,435 524,739

Sum of NPVs at YE 714,760

FY20F net debt 70,378

Equity Value 644,382

# of shares 2,973

TP (THB/share) 217.0

Current share price (THB/share) 170.0

Upside (downside) to DCF-based TP (%) 27.6%
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its long-term mean of 9.0x, warrants our Hold rating. Upside risks include strong 

economic growth and easing mobile competition in 4Q21F, while prolonged 

intense competition into 4Q21F is a downside risk (lower than expected data 

prices could drag revenue trend).  

 
  

Figure 44: TRUE’s core net profit/(loss)  Figure 45: TRUE’s 1-year-forward EV/EBITDA (based on pre-
TFRS16 EBITDA)  

 

  

Note: core net profit excludes FX gains/(losses), gain/(losses) on asset sales and other one-time 
items 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB ESTIMATES, COMPANY REPORTS   

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

  

 
 

Figure 46: TRUE’s DCF valuation   

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH ESTIMATES, COMPANY REPORTS   
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DCF VALUATION (THB m)

Cost of equity assumption (%)

Risk free rate 3%

Market risk premium 6%

Stock beta 1.53

Cost of equity, Ke 12.2%

Cost of debt, Kd (%) 4.1%

After-tax cost of debt 4.1%

WACC 5.9%

Cashflows 2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 2025F 2026F Perpetuity

Period for discounting 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

EBIT*(1-T) 10,646 13,233 15,042 15,934 17,565 19,464 21,335

Dividend income 3,258 2,902 2,828 2,877 2,929 2,921 2,898

Cash CAPEX

 PPE + content (50,989) (42,000) (29,777) (28,914) (28,054) (28,199) (25,167)

 Licence (23,856) (12,965) (9,388) (9,388) (12,069) (12,069) (4,439)

FCFF (51,392) (17,567) (127) 2,237 1,910 3,603 17,318 448,255

NPV of FCFF 0 0 (120) 1,993 1,607 2,860 12,977 317,067

Sum of NPVs at YE 336,384

FY20F net debt 229,162

Equity Value 107,221

# of shares 33,368

TP 3.20

Current share price 3.04

Upside (downside) to DCF-based TP (%) 5.3%
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Consensus is too bearish on DTAC’s outlook, in our view    
Our Add rating on DTAC (THB36.0 TP) is supported by the potential total return 

of 30.4% (22.0% upside potential to our target price+ FY21F yield of 8.4%) and 

its FY21F EV/EBITDA of 3.9x, the lowest among ASEAN telco operators. Also, 

our FY21F/22F core net profits are 10%/8% higher than the Bloomberg 

consensus. A potential re-rating catalyst is increase in consensus’ profit 

forecasts after 2Q21F earnings result. A key downside risk is prolonged price 

competition into 4Q21F (lower than expected data prices could drag revenue 

trend). 

 
  

Figure 47: DTAC’s core net profit growth  Figure 48: DTAC’s 1-year-forward EV/EBITDA (based on pre-
TFRS16 EBITDA)  

 

  

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB ESTIMATES, COMPANY REPORTS   SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

  

 
 

Figure 49: DTAC’s DCF valuation  

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH ESTIMATES, COMPANY REPORTS   
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CAPEX
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Appendix: Thai telcos’ exposure to litigation 
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Legal disputes with CAT and TOT, a legacy from the 
concession era   

Background: TOT and CAT, two state-owned telecom operators which just 

merged into National Telecom in Jan 21, used to own 25-year spectrum 

concessions, whereby ADVANC (concessionaire of TOT), DTAC and TRUE 

(concessionaires of CAT) had to share 20-30% of revenue with the concession 

owners. The concessions were under build-transfer-operate (BTO) schemes 

whereby the concessionaires had to build the telco network comprising towers, 

equipment, base stations and transmission lines, and transfer them to the 

concession owners. Disputes over the correct method to calculate the revenue 

sharing and what assets to transfer, have led to a big pile of lawsuits against all 

three operators.  

 

Current situation: Lawsuit claims against ADVANC/TRUE/DTAC were worth 

THB137bn/THB116bn/THB61bn on 30 Jun 2021. We view these lawsuits as 

potential liabilities and compare legal exposure to the operators’ EBITDA (in a 

similar manner to net-debt-to-EBITDA ratio). The FY21F lawsuit-claim-to-

EBITDA ratios are 1.5x/2.0x/2.0x for ADVANC/TRUE/DTAC (based on our 

FY21F EBITDA forecast and actual lawsuit claims as of 30 Jun 2020). The lower 

ratio for ADVANC allows us to give a higher (better) score of 2.0 points for the 

sub-category of litigation risk vs. DTAC’s 1.0 point and TRUE’s 1.0 point. 

Although we give TRUE and DTAC the same points, we are of the view that 

DTAC has a lower risk of losing the existing lawsuits, due to the current status of 

the cases. For example, DTAC’s existing biggest case as of 30 Jun 2021 

(THB23.2bn or 37.7% of total legal claims against DTAC) is related to revenue 

sharing with CAT, and the company has already won the case twice at the 

Arbitration Institute (2012) and the Central Administrative Court (2016). In 

Thailand, the Supreme Administrative Court rarely overturns the Central 

Administrative Court’s ruling. We explore each operator’s litigation risk and the 

details of its biggest legal case by claim value below.  

 
   

Figure 50: ADVANC’s legal exposure as of 
30 Jun 2021 

Figure 51: TRUE’s legal exposure as of 30 
Jun 2021 

Figure 52: DTAC’s legal exposure as of 30 
Jun 2021 

   

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   
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Figure 53: Duration of legal disputes in Arbitration Institute, Central Administrative 
Court and Supreme Administrative Court for ADVANC, TRUE and DTAC as of 30 Jun 
2021 

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANIES’ NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND FILINGS   

 

 

ADVANC’s litigation risk    

National Telecom (NT) has 20 legal cases against ADVANC as of 30 Jun 2021 

with combined claims of around THB137bn, of which 79.9% were filed by TOT 

while the remaining 20.1% were filed by CAT. On the other hand, ADVANC has 

filed only THB19bn worth of legal claims against NT as of 30 Jun 2021.  

 

TOT’s case for additional revenue sharing (6
th

 and 7
th

 amendments to 

concession contracts)  

Background (THB31.1bn claim against ADVANC). The case entered the 

Arbitration Institute in 2015. TOT claimed that the 6th and 7th amendments in 

2001 and 2002 to the agreement for operation (concessions) caused TOT to 

receive revenue lower than the rate specified in the original agreement. 

Specifically, ADVANC and TOT had agreed to cut the revenue-sharing rates for 

ADVANC’s 1-2-Call prepaid mobile services from 25-30% to 20% during the last 

years of concession. After four years of legal proceedings, the Arbitration 

Institute ordered ADVANC to pay THB31.1bn (vs. TOT’s initial claim of 

THB62.8bn) to TOT to make up for the lost revenue in Jan 20. The case is now 

at the Central Admin Court. 

 

Current status. Although the Arbitration Institute’s verdict does not bode well for 

ADVANC, it is difficult to predict the final outcome of the case. On one hand, the 

Court of Appeal for Corruption and Misconduct Cases on 28 Mar 2018 has 

sentenced Sudharm Malila, former president of TOT, to six years in jail and 

ordered him to repay THB46.9bn to TOT for wrongfully amending a concession 

contract to favour ADVANC (source: Bangkok Post). The company had 

requested the reduction in revenue-sharing rates and Sudharm concealed the 

change from TOT’s board, the court found; the ex-TOT chief appealed his case 

at the Supreme Court on 16 Aug 2018. ADVANC has argued that it has not 

breached any terms of the contract, according to its official filings and notes to 

financial statements.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Arbitration 

Institute

Central 

Administrative 

Court

Supreme 

Administrative 

Court

Number of cases that already have verdicts 28 14 2

Average duration of legal proceedings (years) 5.4 4.9 5.9

Range of duration 1.4 - 13.0 1.5 - 8.2 5.8 - 6.0
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Figure 54: ADVANC’s active litigation cases as of 30 Jun 2021 with the top two cases in term of legal claims in blue highlights 

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

 

 

TRUE’s litigation risk    

NT and the National Broadcasting and Telecommunications Commission (NBTC, 

Thailand’s telecom and media regulator) have legal cases against TRUE with 

combined claims of around THB116bn. TRUE has THB116bn worth of legal 

claims against NT and the NBTC as of 30 Jun 2021. As of 30 Jun 2021, NT’s 

largest case against TRUE is the THB94.5bn suit related to ADSL services 

(case 11 in Figure 55).  

 

TOT’s ADSL case against TRUE 

Background (THB94.5bn claim against TRUE). On 28 Oct 2005, TOT filed an 

arbitration claim against TRUE, saying that the latter misused its fixed line 

network to provide asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL) services and 

claimed damages for the lack of revenue sharing. On 4 Sep 2018, the Arbitration 

Institute ordered TRUE to pay THB94.5bn (THB76.2bn plus interest payment of 

THB18.3bn). TRUE disputed the claim and took the matter to the Central 

Administrative Court. On 29 Dec 2020, TRUE won the case at the Central Admin 

Court, prompting TOT to appeal at the Supreme Admin Court.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plaintiff Defendant Dispute

Claim 

(THB m) Status

1 TOT ADVANC Revenue sharing from provision of roaming services 16,253

ADVANC won at Arbitration Institute (2020). The case is at 

Central Admin Court.

2 TOT ADVANC IC (operation year 17th - 20th) 17,803

ADVANC won at Arbitration Institute (2018). The case is at 

Central Admin Court.

3 ADVANC TOT Reclaiming overpayment of revenue sharing (operation year 17th - 20th) 110

ADVANC won at Arbitration Institute (2018). The case is at 

Central Admin Court.

4 TOT ADVANC IC (operation year 21th - 22nd) 9,984 The case has been at Central Admin Court since 2014.

5 TOT ADVANC IC (operation year 23rd - 25th) 255

ADVANC agreed to pay THB255m, but TOT appeal at Central 

Admin Court.

6 ADVANC TOT Bank guarantee on revenue sharing 7,007

ADVANC won at Arbitration Institute (2014). The case is at 

Central Admin Court.

7 TOT ADVANC 900MHz subs migration to 3G 2100MHz licence 32,813

ADVAN won in 2019 at Arbitration Institute. The case is at 

Central Admin Court.

8 TOT ADVANC Claim for additional revenue sharing from 6th and 7th amendments 31,076

Arbitration Institute ordered ADVANC to pay THB31.1bn (vs 

THB62.8bn claim) The case is at Central Admin Court.

9 ADVANC NBTC Remedy charge (1 Oct 15 - 30 Jun 16) 7,221

ADVANC won at Central Admin Court (2020). The case is at 

Supreme Admin Court.

10 TOT ADVANC Revenue sharing fee 1,122

ADVANC won at Arbitration Institute (2020). The case is at 

Central Admin Court.

11 TOT ADVANC Usage of equipment after concessions 183 The case is at Arbitration Institute.

12 CAT DPC Tower, container, power supply 13,431

DPC lost at Arbitration Institute (2019). The case is at Central 

Admin Court.

13 CAT DPC The reduction of roaming fee 2,113

ADVANC won at Central Admin Court. CAT appealed at 

Supreme Admin Court.

14 CAT DPC IDD call service charges 35

DPC won at Central Admin Court. CAT appealed at Supreme 

Admin Court.

15 CAT DPC Revenue sharing on IC 386

ADVANC won at Central Admin Court. CAT appealed at 

Supreme Admin Court.

16 DPC CAT Bank guarantee on revenue sharing 2,606

DPC won at Arbitration Institute (2015) and Central Admin Court 

(2018). The case is at Supreme Admin Court.

17 CAT DPC Use of network under remedy period 11,593 The lawsuits were file at Central Admin Court in 2015-19.

18 DPC NBTC Remedy charge (16 Sep 13 - 17 Jul 14) 680 The case has been at Central Admin Court since 2015.

19 ADVANC TOT Revenue share of IDD (3rd and 4th amendments of 900MHz concession) 1,354

ADVANC won at Arbitration Institute (2017) and Central Admin 

Court (2021). The case is at Supreme Admin Court.

Total active cases 156,025

ADVANC and subsidiaries as a defendant 137,047

ADVANC as a plaintiff 18,978
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Figure 55: TRUE’s active litigation cases as of 30 Jun 2021 with the top two cases in term of legal claims in blue highlights 

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

 

 

DTAC, the operator with the lowest amount of litigation claims 
as of 30 Jun 2021   

NT and the NBTC have six litigation claims worth a combined THB61bn against 

DTAC as of 30 Jun 2021. The low exposure is due to the dispute settlements 

with CAT in 2H18, which erased THB25.4bn legal claims against DTAC. The 

settlement dictated that DTAC pay THB9.5bn cash and transfer some towers to 

CAT. As of 30 Jun 2021, the largest case against DTAC is the litigation by CAT 

regarding revenue sharing calculation (excise tax), which is worth THB23.2bn 

(case 1 in Figure 56). 

 

CAT’s revenue sharing case against DTAC 

Background (THB23.2bn claim against DTAC). On 11 Jan 2008, CAT 

Telecom submitted a dispute to the Arbitration Institute requesting DTAC to pay 

additional share of revenue (12
th
-16

th
 concession year) together with value-

added tax (VAT) and penalties; the total claim was THB23.2bn. Although CAT 

did not state the reasons for its claim, DTAC suspected CAT filed the suit due to 

the deduction of excise tax from the two parties’ revenue-sharing agreement.   

 

Current status. While predicting litigation outcomes is not our area of expertise,  

Plaintiff Defendant Dispute

Claim 

(THB m) Status

1 DTAC TOT/TRUE Revenue sharing calculation in relation to IC (Nov 06 - Dec 10)1,832

DTAC won at Central Admin Court in 2018. The case is now at Supreme Admin 

Court.

2 TOT TRUE Numbering fee 539

TOT won at Arbitration Institute in 2019. The case is now at Central Admin 

Court.

3 TOT TRUE TRUE's name and logo on invoices 99

TOT won at Arbitration Institute in 2013 and Central Admin Court in 2019. The 

case is now at Supreme Admin Court.

4 TOT TRUE Revenue sharing under Joint Operation Agreement1,218

TOT won at Arbitration Institute in 2014 then TRUE won at Central Admin Court 

in 2018. The case is at Supreme Admin Court.

5 TRUE TOT Free Phone 1800 service 96

TRUE won at Arbitration Institute in 22 Apr 2020. The case is at Central Admin 

Court.

6 TRUE TOT Thai Mobile (revenue sharing from lease line and space rental)96 The cases are at Arbitration Institute.

7 TRUE TOT Revenue sharing on intn'l calls 1,045 The case is at Arbitration Institute.

8 TOT TRUE The lease fee of telephone conduit (May '05 - Dec '13)80 TOT won at Arbitration Institute in 2018 and Central Admin Court in 2020.

9 TOT TRUE The lease fee of telephone conduit (May '04 - Apr '05, Jan '14 - Oct '17)33 Central Admin Court since Jul 2020; TOT won both cases.

10 TOT TRUE Revenue sharing on TA 1324 campaign 6,800

TOT won at Arbitration Institute in 2016 and Cental Admin Court on 2020 at 

THB6.8bn (vs THB16.9bn claim). TRUE appealed at Supreme Admin Court.

11 TOT TRUE ADSL service 94,474

TOT won at Arbitration Institute in 2018; TRUE won at at Central Admin Court 

in 2020.

The case is likely at Supreme Admin Court.

12 TOT TRUE Advertising on public phone booths 303

TOT filed THB1.05bn arbitration claim, and the Arbitration Institute ordered to 

pay THB303m. The case is at Central Admin Court.

13 CAT TRUE Telecom equipment 8,235

The cases have been with the Central Admin Court since 2015-16. In 2019, 

CAT revised the claim values down to THB25.2bn to THB8.2bn

14 TRUE NBTC Revoke NBTC's claim of revenue sharing during 1800MHz remedy period3,638 The cases are at Central Admin Court.

15 TRUE NBTC Reimburse cost during remedy 16,975 The cases are at Central Admin Court.

16 NBTC TRUE Mobile numbering fee 878 The cases are at Central Admin Court.

17 NBTC TRUE Revenue under remedy 3,638

The case is at Central Admin Court. TRUE has made a provision of THB509m 

in 2018.

18 TRUE TOT Revenue sharing, regarding access charges received by TOT88,843 TRUE filed the case at Central Admin Court in Mar 2020.

19 TRUE CAT Cost of cable network (2011-19) 1,127 TRUE filed the case at Court of Justice on 14 May 2020.

20 TRUE TOT Access charges (May 2006 - Nov 2006) 2,262 TRUE filed the case at Court of Justice on 29 May 2020.

Total active cases 232,211

TRUE and subsidiaries as a defendant 116,297

TRUE as a plaintiff 115,914
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we note that DTAC had won the case before the arbitration institute in 2012. If 

the company wins this case, it will reduce lawsuit exposure from THB61.4bn to 

THB38.2bn.  

 
 

Figure 56: DTAC’s active litigation cases as of 30 Jun 2021 with the top two cases in terms of legal claims in blue highlights 

 

SOURCES: CGS-CIMB RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS   

 

 

 

Plaintiff Defendant Dispute

Claim 

(THB m) Status

1 CAT DTAC Revenue sharing (excise tax) 23,164

DTAC won in Arbitration Institute (2012) and Central Admin Court (2016); 

the case is at Supreme Admin Court

2 CAT DTAC Revenue sharing (VAT) 2,756 CAT reserves the right to proceed with the law

3 CAT DTAC Revenue sharing calculation in relation to IC (19th and 21th-27th concession years)19,546 Filed at Arbitration Institute in 2015 and 2019

4 CAT DTAC Revenue sharing in relation to IC (16th concession year)4,026

DTAC won at Arbitration Institute (2019). The case is at Central Admin 

Court

5 CAT DTAC Revenue sharing in relation to IC (17th, 18th and 20th concession years)11,741

CAT won at Arbitration Institute (2019-20). The cases are now at Central 

Admin Court

6 DTAC TOT Revenue sharing calculation in relation to IC (Nov 11 - Jul 13)201

DTAC won in Central Admin Court (Aug 19); the case is now at Supreme 

Admin Court

7 DTAC TOT Revenue sharing calculation in relation to IC (Jan 11 - Oct 11)317

DTAC won in Central Admin Court (Sep 19); the case is now at Supreme 

Admin Court

8 DTAC TOT/TRUE Revenue sharing calculation in relation to IC (Nov 06 - Dec 10)3,052

DTAC won in Central Admin Court (Dec 18); the cases are now at 

Supreme Admin Court

9 NBTC DTAC Additional payment for the usage of 850MHz and 1800MHz during remedy period134 The case is at Central Admin Court.

10 DTAC NBTC NBTC's order of fine for non-compliance of MNP (Sep 15 - Nov 15)79

DTAC filed the lawsuit at Central Admin Court to revoke the NBTC's

order. DTAC has made some provision.

11 DTAC NBTC NBTC's order of fine for service tariff of domestic mobile voice service from May 14 onwards73

DTAC filed the lawsuit at Central Admin Court in 4Q20. DTAC has

made some provision.

Total active cases 65,089

DTAC and subsidiaries as a defendant 61,367

DTAC as a plaintiff 3,722
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DISCLAIMER 
The content of this report (including the views and opinions expressed therein, and the information comprised therein) has been prepared by and 
belongs to CGS-CIMB. Reports relating to a specific geographical area are produced and distributed by the corresponding CGS-CIMB entity as 
listed in the table below. 

This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, 
state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation. 

By accepting this report, the recipient hereof represents and warrants that he is entitled to receive such report in accordance with the restrictions set 
forth below and agrees to be bound by the limitations contained herein (including the “Restrictions on Distributions” set out below). Any failure to 
comply with these limitations may constitute a violation of law. This publication is being supplied to you strictly on the basis that it will remain 
confidential. No part of this report may be (i) copied, photocopied, duplicated, stored or reproduced in any form by any means; or (ii) redistributed or 
passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other person in whole or in part, for any purpose without the prior written consent of CGS-CIMB. 

The information contained in this research report is prepared from data believed to be correct and reliable at the time of issue of this report. CGS-
CIMB may or may not issue regular reports on the subject matter of this report at any frequency and may cease to do so or change the periodicity of 
reports at any time. CGS-CIMB has no obligation to update this report in the event of a material change to the information contained in this report. 
CGS-CIMB does not accept any obligation to (i) check or ensure that the contents of this report remain current, reliable or relevant, (ii) ensure that 
the content of this report constitutes all the information a prospective investor may require, (iii) ensure the adequacy, accuracy, completeness, 
reliability or fairness of any views, opinions and information, and accordingly, CGS-CIMB, its affiliates and related persons including China Galaxy 
International Financial Holdings Limited (“CGIFHL”) and CIMB Group Sdn. Bhd. (“CIMBG”) and their respective related corporations (and their 
respective directors, associates, connected persons and/or employees) shall not be liable in any manner whatsoever for any consequences 
(including but not limited to any direct, indirect or consequential losses, loss of profits and damages) of any reliance thereon or usage thereof. In 
particular, CGS-CIMB disclaims all responsibility and liability for the views and opinions set out in this report.  

Unless otherwise specified, this report is based upon sources which CGS-CIMB considers to be reasonable. Such sources will, unless otherwise 
specified, for market data, be market data and prices available from the main stock exchange or market where the relevant security is listed, or, 
where appropriate, any other market. Information on the accounts and business of company(ies) will generally be based on published statements of 
the company(ies), information disseminated by regulatory information services, other publicly available information and information resulting from our 
research. 

Whilst every effort is made to ensure that statements of facts made in this report are accurate, all estimates, projections, forecasts, expressions of 
opinion and other subjective judgments contained in this report are based on assumptions considered to be reasonable as of the date of the 
document in which they are contained and must not be construed as a representation that the matters referred to therein will occur. Past 
performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The value of investments may go down as well as up and those investing may, 
depending on the investments in question, lose more than the initial investment. No report shall constitute an offer or an invitation by or on behalf of 
CGS-CIMB or any of its affiliates (including CGIFHL, CIMBG and their respective related corporations) to any person to buy or sell any investments.  

CGS-CIMB, its affiliates and related corporations (including CGIFHL, CIMBG and their respective related corporations) and/or their respective 
directors, associates, connected parties and/or employees may own or have positions in securities of the company(ies) covered in this research 
report or any securities related thereto and may from time to time add to or dispose of, or may be materially interested in, any such securities. 
Further, CGS-CIMB, its affiliates and their respective related corporations (including CGIFHL, CIMBG and their respective related corporations) do 
and seek to do business with the company(ies) covered in this research report and may from time to time act as market maker or have assumed an 
underwriting commitment in securities of such company(ies), may sell them to or buy them from customers on a principal basis and may also 
perform or seek to perform significant investment banking, advisory, underwriting or placement services for or relating to such company(ies) as well 
as solicit such investment, advisory or other services from any entity mentioned in this report. 

CGS-CIMB or its affiliates (including CGIFHL, CIMBG and their respective related corporations) may enter into an agreement with the company(ies) 
covered in this report relating to the production of research reports. CGS-CIMB may disclose the contents of this report to the company(ies) covered 
by it and may have amended the contents of this report following such disclosure. 

The analyst responsible for the production of this report hereby certifies that the views expressed herein accurately and exclusively reflect his or her 
personal views and opinions about any and all of the issuers or securities analysed in this report and were prepared independently and 
autonomously. No part of the compensation of the analyst(s) was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the inclusion of specific 
recommendations(s) or view(s) in this report. The analyst(s) who prepared this research report is prohibited from receiving any compensation, 
incentive or bonus based on specific investment banking transactions or for providing a specific recommendation for, or view of, a particular 
company. Information barriers and other arrangements may be established where necessary to prevent conflicts of interests arising. However, the 
analyst(s) may receive compensation that is based on his/their coverage of company(ies) in the performance of his/their duties or the performance of 
his/their recommendations and the research personnel involved in the preparation of this report may also participate in the solicitation of the 
businesses as described above. In reviewing this research report, an investor should be aware that any or all of the foregoing, among other things, 
may give rise to real or potential conflicts of interest. Additional information is, subject to the duties of confidentiality, available on request.  

Reports relating to a specific geographical area are produced by the corresponding CGS-CIMB entity as listed in the table below. The term “CGS-
CIMB” shall denote, where appropriate, the relevant entity distributing or disseminating the report in the particular jurisdiction referenced below, or, in 
every other case except as otherwise stated herein, CGS-CIMB Securities International Pte. Ltd. and its affiliates, subsidiaries and related 
corporations. 
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Country CGS-CIMB Entity Regulated by 

Hong Kong CGS-CIMB Securities (Hong Kong) Limited Securities and Futures Commission Hong Kong 

India CGS-CIMB Securities (India) Private Limited  Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) 

Indonesia PT CGS-CIMB Sekuritas Indonesia  Financial Services Authority of Indonesia 

Malaysia CGS-CIMB Securities Sdn. Bhd. Securities Commission Malaysia 

Singapore CGS-CIMB Securities (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.  Monetary Authority of Singapore 

South Korea CGS-CIMB Securities (Hong Kong) Limited, Korea Branch  Financial Services Commission and Financial Supervisory Service 

Thailand CGS-CIMB Securities (Thailand) Co. Ltd.  Securities and Exchange Commission Thailand 
  
 

Other Significant Financial Interests: 

(i)  As of June 30, 2021 CGS-CIMB has a proprietary position in the securities (which may include but not be limited to shares, warrants, call 
warrants and/or any other derivatives) in the following company or companies covered or recommended in this report: 

(a)  Advanced Info Service, True Corporation 

(ii)  Analyst Disclosure: As of July 13, 2021, the analyst(s) who prepared this report, and the associate(s), has / have an interest in the securities 
(which may include but not be limited to shares, warrants, call warrants and/or any other derivatives) in the following company or companies covered 
or recommended in this report: 

(a)  - 
 

This report does not purport to contain all the information that a prospective investor may require. Neither CGS-CIMB nor any of its affiliates 
(including CGIFHL, CIMBG and their related corporations) make any guarantee, representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the adequacy, 
accuracy, completeness, reliability or fairness of any such information and opinion contained in this report. Neither CGS-CIMB nor any of its affiliates 
nor their related persons (including CGIFHL, CIMBG and their related corporations) shall be liable in any manner whatsoever for any consequences 
(including but not limited to any direct, indirect or consequential losses, loss of profits and damages) of any reliance thereon or usage thereof. 

This report is general in nature and has been prepared for information purposes only. It is intended for circulation amongst CGS-CIMB’s clients 
generally and does not have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person who may 
receive this report. The information and opinions in this report are not and should not be construed or considered as an offer, recommendation or 
solicitation to buy or sell the subject securities, related investments or other financial instruments or any derivative instrument, or any rights 
pertaining thereto. 

Investors are advised to make their own independent evaluation of the information contained in this research report, consider their own individual 
investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs and consult their own professional and financial advisers as to the legal, business, 
financial, tax and other aspects before participating in any transaction in respect of the securities of company(ies) covered in this research report. 

The securities of such company(ies) may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to all categories of investors. 
 

Restrictions on Distributions 

Australia: Despite anything in this report to the contrary, this research is provided in Australia by CGS-CIMB Securities (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. and 
CGS-CIMB Securities (Hong Kong) Limited. This research is only available in Australia to persons who are “wholesale clients” (within the meaning of 
the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and is supplied solely for the use of such wholesale clients and shall not be distributed or passed on to any other 
person. You represent and warrant that if you are in Australia, you are a “wholesale client”. This research is of a general nature only and has been 
prepared without taking into account the objectives, financial situation or needs of the individual recipient. CGS-CIMB Securities (Singapore) Pte. 
Ltd. and CGS-CIMB Securities (Hong Kong) Limited do not hold, and are not required to hold an Australian financial services license. CGS-CIMB 
Securities (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. and CGS-CIMB Securities (Hong Kong) Limited rely on “passporting” exemptions for entities appropriately licensed 
by the Monetary Authority of Singapore (under ASIC Class Order 03/1102) and the Securities and Futures Commission in Hong Kong (under ASIC 
Class Order 03/1103).  

Canada: This research report has not been prepared in accordance with the disclosure requirements of Dealer Member Rule 3400 – Research 
Restrictions and Disclosure Requirements of the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada. For any research report distributed by 
CIBC, further disclosures related to CIBC conflicts of interest can be found at https://researchcentral.cibcwm.com . 

China: For the purpose of this report, the People’s Republic of China (“PRC”) does not include the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, the 
Macau Special Administrative Region or Taiwan. The distributor of this report has not been approved or licensed by the China Securities Regulatory 
Commission or any other relevant regulatory authority or governmental agency in the PRC. This report contains only marketing information. The 
distribution of this report is not an offer to buy or sell to any person within or outside PRC or a solicitation to any person within or outside of PRC to 
buy or sell any instruments described herein. This report is being issued outside the PRC to a limited number of institutional investors and may not 
be provided to any person other than the original recipient and may not be reproduced or used for any other purpose. 

France: Only qualified investors within the meaning of French law shall have access to this report. This report shall not be considered as an offer to 
subscribe to, or used in connection with, any offer for subscription or sale or marketing or direct or indirect distribution of financial instruments and it 
is not intended as a solicitation for the purchase of any financial instrument. 

Germany: This report is only directed at persons who are professional investors as defined in sec 31a(2) of the German Securities Trading Act 
(WpHG). This publication constitutes research of a non-binding nature on the market situation and the investment instruments cited here at the time 
of the publication of the information.  

The current prices/yields in this issue are based upon closing prices from Bloomberg as of the day preceding publication. Please note that neither 
the German Federal Financial Supervisory Agency (BaFin), nor any other supervisory authority exercises any control over the content of this report. 

Hong Kong: This report is issued and distributed in Hong Kong by CGS-CIMB Securities (Hong Kong) Limited (“CHK”) which is licensed in Hong 
Kong by the Securities and Futures Commission for Type 1 (dealing in securities) and Type 4 (advising on securities) activities. Any investors wishing 
to purchase or otherwise deal in the securities covered in this report should contact the Head of Sales at CGS-CIMB Securities (Hong Kong) Limited. 
The views and opinions in this research report are our own as of the date hereof and are subject to change. If the Financial Services and Markets 
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Act of the United Kingdom or the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority apply to a recipient, our obligations owed to such recipient therein are 
unaffected. CHK has no obligation to update its opinion or the information in this research report.  

This publication is strictly confidential and is for private circulation only to clients of CHK.  

CHK does not make a market on other securities mentioned in the report. 
 

India: This report is issued and distributed in India by CGS-CIMB Securities (India) Private Limited (“CGS-CIMB India”). CGS-CIMB India is a 
subsidiary of CGS-CIMB Securities International Pte. Ltd. which in turn is a 50:50 joint venture company of CGIFHL and CIMBG. The details of the 
members of the group of companies of CGS-CIMB can be found at www.cgs-cimb.com, CGIFHL at 
www.chinastock.com.hk/en/ACG/ContactUs/index.aspx and CIMBG at www.cimb.com/en/who-we-are.html. CGS-CIMB India is registered with the 
National Stock Exchange of India Limited and BSE Limited as a trading and clearing member (Merchant Banking Number: INM000012037) under 
the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Stock Brokers and Sub-Brokers) Regulations, 1992. In accordance with the provisions of Regulation 
4(g) of the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Investment Advisers) Regulations, 2013, CGS-CIMB India is not required to seek registration 
with the Securities and Exchange Board of India (“SEBI”) as an Investment Adviser. CGS-CIMB India is registered with SEBI (SEBI Registration 
Number: INZ000209135) as a Research Analyst (INH000000669) pursuant to the SEBI (Research Analysts) Regulations, 2014 ("Regulations"). 

This report does not take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of the recipients. It is not intended for and 
does not deal with prohibitions on investment due to law/jurisdiction issues etc. which may exist for certain persons/entities. Recipients should rely 
on their own investigations and take their own professional advice before investment.  

The report is not a “prospectus” as defined under Indian Law, including the Companies Act, 2013, and is not, and shall not be, approved by, or filed 
or registered with, any Indian regulator, including any Registrar of Companies in India, SEBI, any Indian stock exchange, or the Reserve Bank of 
India. No offer, or invitation to offer, or solicitation of subscription with respect to any such securities listed or proposed to be listed in India is being 
made, or intended to be made, to the public, or to any member or section of the public in India, through or pursuant to this report. 

The research analysts, strategists or economists principally responsible for the preparation of this research report are segregated from the other 
activities of CGS-CIMB India and they have received compensation based upon various factors, including quality, accuracy and value of research, 
firm profitability or revenues, client feedback and competitive factors. Research analysts', strategists' or economists' compensation is not linked to 
investment banking or capital markets transactions performed or proposed to be performed by CGS-CIMB India or its affiliates. 

CGS-CIMB India does not have actual / beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company in this research report, at the end of 
the month immediately preceding the date of publication of this research report. However, since affiliates of CGS-CIMB India are engaged in the 
financial services business, they might have in their normal course of business financial interests or actual / beneficial ownership of one per cent or 
more in various companies including the subject company in this research report. 

CGS-CIMB India or its associates, may: (a) from time to time, have long or short position in, and buy or sell the securities of the subject company in 
this research report; or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities and earn brokerage or other compensation or act as a 
market maker in the financial instruments of the subject company in this research report or act as an advisor or lender/borrower to such company or 
may have any other potential conflict of interests with respect to any recommendation and other related information and opinions. 

CCGS-CIMB India, its associates and the analyst engaged in preparation of this research report have not received any compensation for investment 
banking, merchant banking or brokerage services from the subject company mentioned in the research report in the past 12 months.  

CGS-CIMB India, its associates and the analyst engaged in preparation of this research report have not managed or co-managed public offering of 
securities for the subject company mentioned in the research report in the past 12 months. The analyst from CGS-CIMB India engaged in 
preparation of this research report or his/her relative (a) do not have any financial interests in the subject company mentioned in this research report; 
(b) do not own 1% or more of the equity securities of the subject company mentioned in the research report as of the last day of the month preceding 
the publication of the research report; (c) do not have any material conflict of interest at the time of publication of the research report 

Indonesia: This report is issued and distributed by PT CGS-CIMB Sekuritas Indonesia (“CGS-CIMB Indonesia”). The views and opinions in this 
research report are our own as of the date hereof and are subject to change. CGS-CIMB Indonesia has no obligation to update its opinion or the 
information in this research report. This report is for private circulation only to clients of CGS-CIMB Indonesia. Neither this report nor any copy hereof 
may be distributed in Indonesia or to any Indonesian citizens wherever they are domiciled or to Indonesian residents except in compliance with 
applicable Indonesian capital market laws and regulations. 

This research report is not an offer of securities in Indonesia. The securities referred to in this research report have not been registered with the 
Financial Services Authority (Otoritas Jasa Keuangan) pursuant to relevant capital market laws and regulations, and may not be offered or sold 
within the territory of the Republic of Indonesia or to Indonesian citizens through a public offering or in circumstances which constitute an offer within 
the meaning of the Indonesian capital market law and regulations. 

Ireland: CGS-CIMB is not an investment firm authorised in the Republic of Ireland and no part of this document should be construed as CGS-CIMB 
acting as, or otherwise claiming or representing to be, an investment firm authorised in the Republic of Ireland. 

Malaysia: This report is distributed in Malaysia by CGS-CIMB Securities Sdn. Bhd. (“CGS-CIMB Malaysia”) solely for the benefit of and for the 
exclusive use of our clients. Recipients of this report are to contact CGS-CIMB Malaysia, at 29th Floor Menara CIMB No. 1 Jalan Stesen Sentral 2, 
Kuala Lumpur Sentral 50470 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, in respect of any matters arising from or in connection with this report. CGS-CIMB Malaysia 
has no obligation to update, revise or reaffirm its opinion or the information in this research reports after the date of this report.  

New Zealand: In New Zealand, this report is for distribution only to persons who are wholesale clients pursuant to section 5C of the Financial 
Advisers Act 2008. 

Singapore: This report is issued and distributed by CGS-CIMB Securities (Singapore)  Pte Ltd (“CGS-CIMB Singapore”). CGS-CIMB Singapore is a 
capital markets services licensee under the Securities and Futures Act (Chapter 289). Accordingly, it is exempted from the requirement to hold a 
financial adviser’s licence under the Financial Advisers Act, Cap 110 (“FAA”) for advising on investment products, by issuing or promulgating 
research analyses or research reports, whether in electronic, print or other form. CGS-CIMB Singapore is  subject to the applicable rules under the 
FAA unless it is able to avail itself to any prescribed exemptions. 

Recipients of this report are to contact CGS-CIMB Singapore, 50 Raffles Place, #16-02 Singapore Land Tower, Singapore in respect of any matters 
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arising from, or in connection with this report. CGS-CIMB Singapore has no obligation to update its opinion or the information in this research report. 
This publication is strictly confidential and is for private circulation only. If you have not been sent this report by CGS-CIMB Singapore directly, you 
may not rely, use or disclose to anyone else this report or its contents. 

If the recipient of this research report is not an accredited investor, expert investor or institutional investor, CGS-CIMB Singapore accepts legal 
responsibility for the contents of the report without any disclaimer limiting or otherwise curtailing such legal responsibility. If the recipient is an 
accredited investor, expert investor or institutional investor, the recipient is deemed to acknowledge that CGS-CIMB Singapore is exempt from 
certain requirements under the FAA and its attendant regulations, and as such, is exempt from complying with the following: 

(a)  Section 25 of the FAA (obligation to disclose product information); 

(b)  Section 27 (duty not to make recommendation with respect to any investment product without having a reasonable basis where you may be 
reasonably expected to rely on the recommendation) of the FAA; 

(c)  MAS Notice on Information to Clients and Product Information Disclosure [Notice No. FAA-N03]; 

(d)  MAS Notice on Recommendation on Investment Products [Notice No. FAA-N16]; 

(e)  Section 36 (obligation on disclosure of interest in specified products), and 

(f)  any other laws, regulations, notices, directive, guidelines, circulars and practice notes which are relates to the above, to the extent permitted by 
applicable laws, as may be amended from time to time, and any other laws, regulations, notices, directive, guidelines, circulars, and practice notes 
as we may notify you from time to time. In addition, the recipient who is an accredited investor, expert investor or institutional investor acknowledges 
that as CGS-CIMB Singapore is exempt from Section 27 of the FAA, the recipient will also not be able to file a civil claim against CGS-CIMB 
Singapore for any loss or damage arising from the recipient’s reliance on any recommendation made by CGS-CIMB Singapore which would 
otherwise be a right that is available to the recipient under Section 27 of the FAA .  

CGS-CIMB Singapore, its affiliates and related corporations, their directors, associates, connected parties and/or employees may own or have 
positions in specified products of the company(ies) covered in this research report or any specified products related thereto and may from time to 
time add to or dispose of, or may be materially interested in, any such specified products. Further, CGS-CIMB Singapore, its affiliates and its related 
corporations do and seek to do business with the company(ies) covered in this research report and may from time to time act as market maker or 
have assumed an underwriting commitment in specified products of such company(ies), may sell them to or buy them from customers on a principal 
basis and may also perform or seek to perform significant investment banking, advisory, underwriting or placement services for or relating to such 
company(ies) as well as solicit such investment, advisory or other services from any entity mentioned in this report. 

As of July 12, 2021, CGS-CIMB Singapore does not have a proprietary position in the recommended specified products in this report. 

CGS-CIMB Singapore does not make a market on other specified products mentioned in the report. 

South Korea: This report is issued and distributed in South Korea by CGS-CIMB Securities (Hong Kong) Limited, Korea Branch (“CGS-CIMB 
Korea”) which is licensed as a cash equity broker, and regulated by the Financial Services Commission and Financial Supervisory Service of Korea. 
In South Korea, this report is for distribution only to professional investors under Article 9(5) of the Financial Investment Services and Capital Market 
Act of Korea (“FSCMA”). 

Spain: This document is a research report and it is addressed to institutional investors only. The research report is of a general nature and not 
personalised and does not constitute investment advice so, as the case may be, the recipient must seek proper advice before adopting any 
investment decision. This document does not constitute a public offering of securities.  

CGS-CIMB is not registered with the Spanish Comision Nacional del Mercado de Valores to provide investment services. 

Sweden: This report contains only marketing information and has not been approved by the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority. The 
distribution of this report is not an offer to sell to any person in Sweden or a solicitation to any person in Sweden to buy any instruments described 
herein and may not be forwarded to the public in Sweden. 

Switzerland: This report has not been prepared in accordance with the recognized self-regulatory minimal standards for research reports of banks 
issued by the Swiss Bankers’ Association (Directives on the Independence of Financial Research). 

Thailand: This report is issued and distributed by CGS-CIMB Securities (Thailand) Co. Ltd. (“CGS-CIMB Thailand”) based upon sources believed to be reliable (but 
their accuracy, completeness or correctness is not guaranteed). The statements or expressions of opinion herein were arrived at after due and careful consideration 
for use as information for investment. Such opinions are subject to change without notice and CGS-CIMB Thailand has no obligation to update its opinion or the 
information in this research report. 

CGS-CIMB Thailand may act or acts as Market Maker, and issuer and offeror of Derivative Warrants and Structured Note which may have the following securities as 
its underlying securities. Investors should carefully read and study the details of the derivative warrants in the prospectus before making investment decisions.  

AAV, ACE, ADVANC, AEONTS, AMATA, AOT, AP, BAM, BANPU, BBL, BCH, BCP, BCPG, BDMS, BEC, BEM, BGRIM, BH, BJC, BTS, CBG, CENTEL, CHG, CK, 
CKP, COM7, CPALL, CPF, CPN, CRC, DELTA, DOHOME, DTAC, EA, EGCO, ESSO, GLOBAL, GPSC, GULF, GUNKUL, HANA, HMPRO, ICHI, INTUCH, IRPC, 
IVL, JAS, JMART, JMT, KBANK, KCE, KKP, KTB, KTC, LH, MAJOR, MEGA, MINT, MTC, NRF, OR, ORI, OSP, PLANB, PRM, PSL, PTG, PTL, PTT, PTTEP, 
PTTGC, QH, RATCH, RBF, RS, SAWAD, SCB, SCC, SCGP, SINGER, SPALI, SPRC, STA, STEC, STGT, SUPER, SYNEX, TASCO, TCAP, THANI, TISCO, TKN, 
TOP, TQM, TRUE, TTB, TU, TVO, VGI, WHA 
Corporate Governance Report: 

The disclosure of the survey result of the Thai Institute of Directors Association (“IOD”) regarding corporate governance is made pursuant to the policy of the Office of 
the Securities and Exchange Commission. The survey of the IOD is based on the information of a company listed on the Stock Exchange of Thailand and the Market 
for Alternative Investment disclosed to the public and able to be accessed by a general public investor. The result, therefore, is from the perspective of a third party. It 
is not an evaluation of operation and is not based on inside information. 

The survey result is as of the date appearing in the Corporate Governance Report of Thai Listed Companies. As a result, the survey result may be changed after that 
date. CGS-CIMB Thailand does not confirm nor certify the accuracy of such survey result. 
 

Score Range: 90 - 100 80 – 89 70 - 79 Below 70 No Survey Result 

Description: Excellent Very Good Good N/A N/A 
   
 

United Arab Emirates: The distributor of this report has not been approved or licensed by the UAE Central Bank or any other relevant licensing 
authorities or governmental agencies in the United Arab Emirates. This report is strictly private and confidential and has not been reviewed by, 
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deposited or registered with UAE Central Bank or any other licensing authority or governmental agencies in the United Arab Emirates. This report is 
being issued outside the United Arab Emirates to a limited number of institutional investors and must not be provided to any person other than the 
original recipient and may not be reproduced or used for any other purpose. Further, the information contained in this report is not intended to lead to 
the sale of investments under any subscription agreement or the conclusion of any other contract of whatsoever nature within the territory of the 
United Arab Emirates.  

United Kingdom and European Economic Area (EEA): In the United Kingdom and European Economic Area, this material is also being 
distributed by CGS-CIMB Securities (UK) Limited (“CGS-CIMB UK”). CGS-CIMB UK is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority 
and its registered office is at 53 New Broad Street, London EC2M 1JJ. The material distributed by CGS-CIMB UK has been prepared in accordance 
with CGS-CIMB’s policies for managing conflicts of interest arising as a result of publication and distribution of this material. This material is for 
distribution only to, and is solely directed at, selected persons on the basis that those persons: (a) are eligible counterparties and professional clients 
of CGS-CIMB UK; (b) have professional experience in matters relating to investments falling within Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and 
Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as amended, the “Order”), (c)  fall within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) (“high net worth companies, 
unincorporated associations etc”) of the Order; (d) are outside the United Kingdom subject to relevant regulation in each jur isdiction, material(all 
such persons together being referred to as “relevant persons”). This material is directed only at relevant persons and must not be acted on or relied 
on by persons who are not relevant persons. Any investment or investment activity to which this material relates is available only to relevant persons 
and will be engaged in only with relevant persons. 

This material is categorised as non-independent for the purposes of CGS-CIMB UK and therefore does not provide an impartial or objective 
assessment of the subject matter and does not constitute independent research. Consequently, this material has not been prepared in accordance 
with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of research and will not be subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the 
dissemination of research. Therefore, this material is considered a marketing communication.  

United States: This research report is distributed in the United States of America by CGS-CIMB Securities (USA) Inc, a U.S. registered broker-
dealer and an affiliate of CGS-CIMB Securities Sdn. Bhd., CGS-CIMB Securities (Singapore)  Pte Ltd, PT CGS-CIMB Sekuritas Indonesia, CGS-
CIMB Securities (Thailand) Co. Ltd, CGS-CIMB Securities (Hong Kong) Limited and CGS-CIMB Securities (India) Private Limited, and is distributed 
solely to persons who qualify as “U.S. Institutional Investors” as defined in Rule 15a-6 under the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934. This 
communication is only for Institutional Investors whose ordinary business activities involve investing in shares, bonds, and associated securities 
and/or derivative securities and who have professional experience in such investments. Any person who is not a U.S. Institutional Investor or Major 
Institutional Investor must not rely on this communication. The delivery of this research report to any person in the United States of America is not a 
recommendation to effect any transactions in the securities discussed herein, or an endorsement of any opinion expressed herein. CGS-CIMB 
Securities (USA) Inc, is a FINRA/SIPC member and takes responsibility for the content of this report. For further information or to place an order in 
any of the above-mentioned securities please contact a registered representative of CGS-CIMB Securities (USA) Inc. 

CGS-CIMB Securities (USA) Inc. does not make a market on other securities mentioned in the report. 

CGS-CIMB Securities (USA) Inc. has not managed or co-managed a public offering of any of the securities mentioned in the past 12 months. 

CGS-CIMB Securities (USA) Inc. has not received compensation for investment banking services from any of the company mentioned in the past 12 
months. 

CGS-CIMB Securities (USA) Inc. neither expects to receive nor intends to seek compensation for investment banking services from any of the 
company mentioned within the next 3 months. 

United States Third-Party Disclaimer: If this report is distributed in the United States of America by Raymond James & Associates, Inc (“RJA”), this 
report is third-party research prepared for and distributed in the United States of America by RJA pursuant to an arrangement between RJA and 
CGS-CIMB Securities International Pte. Ltd. (“CGS-CIMB”). CGS-CIMB is not an affiliate of RJA. This report is distributed solely to persons who 
qualify as “U.S. Institutional Investors” or as “Major U.S. Institutional Investors” as defined in Rule 15a-6 under the Securities and Exchange Act of 
1934, as amended. This communication is only for U.S. Institutional Investors or Major U.S. Institutional Investor whose ordinary business activities 
involve investing in shares, bonds, and associated securities and/or derivative securities and who have professional experience in such investments. 
Any person who is not a U.S. Institutional Investor or Major U.S. Institutional Investor must not rely on this communication. The delivery of this report 
to any person in the U.S. is not a recommendation to effect any transactions in the securities discussed herein, or an endorsement of any opinion 
expressed herein. If you are receiving this report in the U.S from RJA, a FINRA/SIPC member, it takes responsibility for the content of this report. For 
further information or to place an order in any of the above-mentioned securities please contact a registered representative of CGS-CIMB Securities 
(USA) Inc. or RJA.  https://raymondjames.com/InternationalEquityDisclosures  

Other jurisdictions: In any other jurisdictions, except if otherwise restricted by laws or regulations, this report is only for distribution to professional, 
institutional or sophisticated investors as defined in the laws and regulations of such jurisdictions.  

 

 
 

Corporate Governance Report of Thai Listed Companies (CGR). CG Rating by the Thai Institute of Directors Association (Thai IOD) in 
2020, Anti-Corruption 2020 

ADVANC – Excellent, Certified, AMATA – Excellent, Certified, ANAN – Excellent, n/a, AOT – Excellent, n/a, AP – Excellent, Certified, ASP – 
Excellent, n/a, AU – Good, n/a, BAM – Very Good, Certified, BAY – Excellent, Certified, BBL – Very Good, Certified, BCH – Good, Certified, BCP - 
Excellent, Certified, BCPG – Excellent, Certified, BDMS – Excellent, n/a, BEAUTY – Good, n/a, BH - Good, n/a, BJC – Very Good, n/a, BLA – 
Excellent, Certified, BTS - Excellent, Certified, CBG – Very Good, n/a, CCET – n/a, n/a, CENTEL – Excellent, Certified, CHAYO – Very Good, n/a, 

Rating Distribution (%) Inv estment Banking clients (%)

Add 72.1% 1.1%

Hold 19.3% 0.0%

Reduce 8.7% 0.0%

Distribution of stock ratings and inv estment banking clients for quarter ended on 30 June 2021

623 companies under cov erage for quarter ended on 30 June 2021

https://raymondjames.com/InternationalEquityDisclosures
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CHG – Very Good, n/a, CK – Excellent, n/a, COM7 – Very Good, Certified,  CPALL – Excellent, Certified, CPF – Excellent, Certified, CPN - 

Excellent, Certified, CPNREIT – n/a, n/a, CRC – Very Good, n/a, DELTA - Excellent, Certified, DDD – Very Good, n/a, DIF – n/a, n/a, DOHOME – 

Very Good, n/a, DREIT – n/a, n/a, DTAC – Excellent, Certified, ECL – Excellent, Certified, EGCO - Excellent, Certified, EPG – Excellent, Certified, 
ERW – Very Good, Certified, GFPT - Excellent, Certified, GGC – Excellent, Certified, GLOBAL – Very Good, n/a, HANA - Excellent, Certified, 
HMPRO - Excellent, Certified, HUMAN – Good, n/a, ICHI – Excellent, Certified, III – Excellent, n/a, INTUCH - Excellent, Certified, IRPC – Excellent, 
Certified, ITD – Very Good, n/a, IVL - Excellent, Certified, JASIF – n/a, n/a, JKN – Excellent, Declared, JMT – Very Good, Declared, KBANK - 
Excellent, Certified, KCE - Excellent, Certified, KEX – n/a, n/a, KKP – Excellent, Certified, KSL – Excellent, Certified, KTB - Excellent, Certified, 
KTC – Excellent, Certified, LH - Excellent, n/a, LPN – Excellent, Certified, M – Very Good, Certified, MAKRO – Excellent, Certified, MC – Excellent, 
Certified, MEGA – Very Good, n/a, MINT - Excellent, Certified, MTC – Excellent, Certified, NETBAY – Very Good, n/a, NRF – n/a, n/a, OR – n/a, n/a, 
ORI – Excellent, Certified,  OSP – Very Good, n/a, PLANB – Excellent, Certified, PRINC – Very Good, Certified, PR9 – Excellent, n/a, PSH – 
Excellent, Certified, PTT - Excellent, Certified, PTTEP - Excellent, Certified, PTTGC - Excellent, Certified, QH – Excellent, Certified, RBF – Good, 
n/a, RS – Excellent, n/a, RSP – Good, n/a, S – Excellent, n/a, SAK – n/a, n/a, SAPPE – Very Good, Certified, SAWAD – Very Good, n/a,  SCB - 
Excellent, Certified, SCC – Excellent, Certified, SCGP – n/a, n/a, SHR – Very Good, n/a, SIRI – Excellent, Certified, SPA – Very Good, n/a, SPALI - 
Excellent, Declared, SPRC – Excellent, Certified, SSP - Good, Declared, STEC – n/a, n/a, SVI – Excellent, Certified, SYNEX – Very Good, n/a, 
TCAP – Excellent, Certified, THANI – Excellent, Certified, TIDLOR – n/a, n/a TISCO - Excellent, Certified, TKN – Very Good, n/a, TMB - Excellent, 
Certified, TOP - Excellent, Certified, TRUE – Excellent, Certified, TU – Excellent, Certified, TVO – Excellent, Certified, VGI – Excellent, Certified, 
WHA – Excellent, Certified, WHART – n/a, n/a, WICE – Excellent, Certified, WORK – Good, n/a. 
- CG Score 2020 from Thai Institute of Directors Association (IOD) 
- Companies participating in Thailand's Private Sector Collective Action Coalition Against Corruption programme (Thai CAC) under Thai Institute of Directors (as of January 30, 2021) are 
categorised into: companies that have declared their intention to join CAC, and companies certified by CAC.  
 

 

Recommendation Framework 

Stock Ratings Definition: 

 Add The stock’s total return is expected to exceed 10% over the next 12 months. 

 Hold The stock’s total return is expected to be between 0% and positive 10% over the next 12 months. 

 Reduce The stock’s total return is expected to fall below 0% or more over the next 12 months. 

The total expected return of a stock is defined as the sum of the: (i) percentage difference between the target price and the current price and (ii) the forward net 
dividend yields of the stock.  Stock price targets have an investment horizon of 12 months.  
  

Sector Ratings Definition: 

 Overweight An Overweight rating means stocks in the sector have, on a market cap-weighted basis, a positive absolute recommendation. 

 Neutral A Neutral rating means stocks in the sector have, on a market cap-weighted basis, a neutral absolute recommendation. 

 Underweight An Underweight rating means stocks in the sector have, on a market cap-weighted basis, a negative absolute recommendation. 
  

Country Ratings Definition: 

 Overweight An Overweight rating means investors should be positioned with an above-market weight in this country relative to benchmark. 

 Neutral A Neutral rating means investors should be positioned with a neutral weight in this country relative to benchmark. 

 Underweight An Underweight rating means investors should be positioned with a below-market weight in this country relative to benchmark. 
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